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ON THE INSIDE:

Today's Weather
Mostly sunny
with a high of
91 and a low of
70.

Only in America
• Airplane crashes into truck driver killed, pilot walks.
• Lion statues seem to be hot
item among thieves in Savannah.
Page 3A

Opinions __
• What has happened to customer
service in America? Jake
Hallman has the answer.
• Justin Johnson gives advice to
freshmen that they'll sadly
ignore.
Page 4A

Sports

• GSU football prepares to take
on Savannah State, Sept. 1.
• Take a look at what GSU
football players have been up to
since graduation.
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Features
• No place to eat on campus?
Think again. Our campus now
offers 18 places to get breakfast,
lunch or dinner.
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Arts
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&Eniertamment

'1 | •Statesboro's coffeehouse, The
. Daily Grind, offers a relaxing
atmosphere and live music.
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SGA brass see big changes for next year

Reasons for
shark attacks not
immediately clear

Page 9A

Chris Brennaman

Covering the campus like a
swarm of gnats

AUG 2 4 2001

News: Mosquitoes, the West Nile virus and you

theicon @ stouthouse.org
*-i

RECEIVED

SGA Executive Vice President
Nick Pearson says that this year's
executive board hopes to build a
foundation for future GSU Student
Government Associations.
"We're looking past ourselves,"
Pearson said. "We're remaking the
students as our top priority."
SGA President Bryan Saxton
agrees.
"It's our goal to look after the
students and their interests."
Pearson said that SGA has created a political action committee to
the Statesboro city council.
"It'll serve as a community relations committee. We've put into
play an agreement with the city
council representative for District
Four, which represents the majority of the students, [and] have created the city council advisor which
is basically the political action committee for the SGA. We will be the
student voice to city council,"
Pearson said.
Pearson added that SGA will
have someone present at all city
council meetings.
Saxton said that SGA also plans
to concentrate on GSU's student
organizations.
"We want to get more organizations involved," Saxton said. "I
want more exposure for them."
Saxton said that SGA still plans
to introduce a House of Representatives for the organizations to participate in.
"I'll introduce the idea to the
clubs at the organizational meeting
on September 12," Saxton said.
"Most organizations haven't heard
about it yet. It won't get together
right away. Coordinating over 130
groups is not going to be an easy'
thing to do. If it takes a year to start
it up, then the next administration
will have to carry it on."
Saxton and Pearson both said

that all clubs will be
treated equally.
"People need to know
that it doesn't matter if
your club has three members or three hundred
members, they'll still get
the same treatment,"
Pearson said. "They're a
registered organization
just like any other. There
was a lot of disrespect
paid to some of the
smaller organizations last
year."
Pearson added that last
year's senate treatment of
the GSU Anime Club
made the body look bad.
"There were two or
three [senators] at the
meeting that made the rest
of us not look so well.
We're trying to get everyone to realize you're
still there to represent
them," Pearson said. "I
don't care how many
people are in it."
Plans are also underway to increase the
amount of money that a
student organization can
be granted by the SGA.
"It's been $500,"
Pearson said. "We want
to up that amount to
$1000."
Saxton said that the
money would be divided
into $500 a semester, for
both semesters.
"We have to take the
proposal to the senate,"
Saxton said. "I don't see
why they wouldn't let it
happen."
Pearson said that this
Jake Hallman/STAFF
year SGA has $50,000
HOLDINGTHEBATONOFLEADERSHIP:StudentGovernmentAssociation
dollars to "get rid of."
President Bryan Saxton wants to reshape the image of the SGA this year. Saxton,
widely considered a dark horse candidate in last year's elections, has taken office
See Saxton, Page 10A with a mandate to increase the visibility, reputation and leadership of SGA.

—————————————__—

Florida leads world in shark attacks this year

Associated Press

Almost half of the world's shark
attacks this year have occurred along
a single stretch of Florida's coastline long considered one of the finest surfing spots in the state.
While the area's pristine beaches
and good waves attract surfers, experts say the green waters teeming
with baitfish—ballyhoo, mullet, pilchards—are what draw the predators.
"It's a smorgasbord of food coming back and forth," said George
Burgess, director of the International
Shark Attack File in Gainesville.
Six people were bitten by sharks
off New Smyrna Beach over the

weekend, raising to 15 the total of
attacks along more than 50 miles of
Volusia County's beaches this year,

worldwide since January. Twentynine of them have been in the United
States.

"IT TOOK A NICE BIG CHUNK OUT OF MY
HAND. I KNEW TO GET THE HELL OUT OF THE
WATER.

>?

Burgess said. The Volusia County
Beach Patrol has a higher figure—
17.
Forty shark attacks have occurred

- JAISON VALENTIN
SHARK ATTACK VICTIM
Last year, there were 79 shark
attacks worldwide, 51 in the United
States, 34 in Florida and 12 in Volusia
County, Burgess said. The county is

now on track to surpass its record
of 18 shark attacks, set in 1996.
Lifeguards on Monday temporarily closed a quarter-mile stretch
of New Smyrna Beach for a third
day in a row after a shark was
spotted swimming in the surf.
The precaution followed the
beach patrol's standard policy of
clearing the water for up to an
hour after a sighting, said Capt.
Robert Horster.
Surfers, lifeguards and shark
experts are quick to point out that
encounters in Volusia County are
See Attack, Page 10A

By Shana Bridges

Shanabee99 @ yahoo.com

Sharks have gotten a bad reputation ever since the movie "Jaws"
came out in the seventies. The
mo vie' s theme music alone can strike
fear into the hearts of grown men.
Recently,; there have been many
shark attacks in the Atlantic Ocean
and the Gulf of Mexico. These attacks
have drawn attention to the
aggressiveness of sharks and have
"stirred up" a newfound fear of one
of the largest fishes in the world.
However, the ratio of people on the
beach to shark attacks leaves little to
be afraid of.
On Sunday, August 19th, six
people reported being attacked by a
shark off the coast of New Smyrna
Beach, Florida.
This is just one of many recent
shark attacks off US coasts. Attacks
have been reported in Florida,
Massachusetts, California and South
Carolina this year.
According to Dr. Stephen Vives,
an ichthyologist in the GSU biology
department, there have been an
increased number of reported bites
in the last two years, but no one is
exactly sure what has caused this
increase.
"It's hard to tell if it is because
there are more people or more
sharks," he said. Vives added many
of the shark attacks are from small
sharks, from 3-5 feet long.
Bull shark attacks are more
prevalent because they are known
for their ill-tempered dispositions.
They also hunt in murky waters where
a person swimming could easily be
mistaken for a struggling fish.
The bull shark has been called
"one of the most confused sharks
around." It is responsible for many
of the recent shark attacks and,
according to researchers, is
considered to be the deadliest shark
in the oceans. Much of its
concentration focuses on tropical and
subtropical coastal waters.
Most commonly, sharks attack
humans because they mistake them
for natural prey like schooling fish
and stingrays. Most attacks occur in
the shallow water of sandbars, where
the shark may be confined at low
tide. They may also be found at the
steep drop-offs of river mouths or
channels because those areas are ideal
for hunting.
Although shark attacks have been
more prevalent recently, people can
easily avoid them.
Shark experts warn people not to
swim at times of low light, such as
dusk, dawn, and night between the
hours of 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. when
sharks are more active and cannot
see their prey as well. It is best to
avoid swimming, diving, and surfing
alone because sharks are more likely
See Shark, Page 10A

Operation Move-In' held last Saturday
• Nearly 3,000 students move into GSU Esidence halls

By Chris Brennaman
theicon@stouthouse.org

nithem

Events

|CADEMIC
| • Sept. 23 - Business Expo,
10 a.m.-2 p.m. Russell
Union Rotunda
MUSEUM
•"Making Champions:
Sports at Georgia
Southern University" ends Sent. 2

"Operation Move-In" kicked
into effect Saturday as almost
3,000 students and families
moved into the dorms to start the
new semester.
GSU faculty and staff were on
hand this year to help with the
move-in process.
"It's a positive comment to
the students to see the members
of GSU's staff helping them to
get situated," said Chris
Caplinger, GSU's academic coordinator for university housing.
"It shows the students and their
parents that the staff is there for
them," he said.
Caplinger said that it's important for members of the faculty to
be there, since this is the first
time many students have lived
away from home.

"It's a traumatic time for parents and students alike,"
Caplinger said. "I think it's good
for us to be there to ease the transition."
Caplinger says it's not uncommon for students to get to know
future teachers.
"We had one student tell us
that a math professor helped her
move in, and later she had him
for a class. The program also
serves as an introduction."
The faculty and staff members
of "Operation Move-In" started
work at 8:30 am and worked in
shifts until 5 pm Saturday, doing
everything from hauling boxes
and answering phones to distributing keys and talking to parents.
Caplinger said that it's just as
important to be present for the
parents as it is for the students.
"It's a hard time saying good-

bye," he explained.
Parents were out in
droves Saturday, along
with siblings, friends,
and even grandparents.
He added that it's
not as important for the
faculty to help as it is
for them just to be
there.
The program has
been around for several years now, and
Caplinger said GSU
President Grube and
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management
Dr. Linda Bleicken
send out almost 2,000
letters to the faculty
and staff every yearon
behalf of "Operation
Move-In."

LaVene Bell/STAFF

MISSION POSSIBLE: "Operation Move-In" began this past Saturday, bringing
students and parents together to haul heavy luggage and to say their loving goodbyes.
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International News Brief

Police Beat
Statesboro Police Department
August 17
•Ryan Curtis Hanks, 20,
Statesboro Place, was charged with
an open container and DUI.
August 19
•Harvey Wadsworth, 20, was
charged with underage possession of
alcohol.
•Michael Doyle Wadsworth, 17,
was charged with underage possesson
of alcohol.
August 20
• Alexander Cooper II, Park Place,
was charged with theft by taking.
GSU Public Safety
August 16
•Waymond Strling Boyer III, 19,

Olympic Blvd, was charged with
DUI, failure to maintain in a lane and
carrying a pistol without a license.

Center parking lot and tookhis wallet.

•Robert Alexander Keese, 20,
Park Place, was charged with minor
in possession of alcohol.

•Michael Thomas Sanders, 20,
1801 Chandler Rd., was charged with
DUI and failure to maintain lane.

August 21

•William Pedan Webster, 19, was
charged with DUI and failure to
maintain lane.
•Melissa Moore reported her
wallet taken from her bookbag at
Paulson Stadium during band
practice.
August 17
•Gary Allen Dorsey, Jr., 19,
Savannah, was charged with DUI
and failure to maintain lane.
•Victor Cabral reported someone
entered his vehicle in the Landrum

-All Police Beat information is
compiled by Jenni Ginepri,
assistant news editor.

Editor's Note: Police Beat
appears in every edition of the
George-Anne in an effort to inform
the GSU community of the amount
and nature of crime. All reports
are public information and can be
obtained at either the GSU
Division of Public Safety or the
Statesboro Police Department.

Florida teenager rescues bestfriend after
gator attack in lake; pulls her back to shore
Associated Press

ORLANDO, Florida - After 14year-old Edna Wilks was pulled under water by an alligator, she surfaced
her arm still in the gator's mouth and
began prying at its jaws with her other
hand. By the time the reptile let go,
her friends had all fled.
Except one. Best friend Amanda
Valance stayed behind and pulled her
to shore as the gator followed.
"She saw his tail whipping around
in the water and she told me she
thought to herself she couldn't let me
die," Edna said Monday.
Ednareceived blood transfusions,
treatment for a broken arm and underwent surgery to clean debris from the
arm's muscles.

If Amanda, also 14, hadn't'been
brave enough to stay, Edna is sure the
alligatorwouldhavekilledher. "We've
been best friends for about 21/2 years
and now she's more than my best friend,
she's my hero," Edna said.
The girls and four friends were
floating on Boogie Boards in Little
Lake Conway on Saturday night when
an alligator grabbed Edna's arm and
pulled her under the water. She realized it was an alligator and started
screaming. "He was spinning me in the
water real fast and jerking me."
After the spinning stopped, she surfaced and was able to take a deep
breath, her arm still in the gator's mouth.
She began prying at the gator's jaws
and the animal finally let go.

The girl stayed 2 feet away throughout the attack. When Edna popped
free, she grabbed her and helped her
onto a Boogie Board. Then she pulled
the board to shore, as the gator trailed
behind.
The FloridaFish and Wildlife Conservation Commission later killed two
gators nearby one 6 feet, 5 inches (2
meters) long, the other 11 feet, 2 inches
(3.5 meters). The larger gator was big
enough to have killed someone, said
Lt. Joy Hill, a commission spokeswoman.
"I'm very blessed," Edna said. "I
know that I wouldn't be here right now
without my friend Amanda. She saved
me and she deserves everything in the
world."

609 Brannen Street
Statesboro, Georgia

(Across from Winn-Dixie)

489-7388
|^R^

Checks Accepted

Fresh & Salt Water • Small Animals • Reptiles
Cat & Dog Supplies • Birds • Feeders

SERVICES

Jamaica considers legalizing marijuana
for private use despite U.S. opposition
Associated Press

officials have not publicly commented on the report. But Ralston
Smith, an aide to Patterson, said:
"My gut feeling is that the
commission's recommendations
will be followed."
Any change in existing drug
laws would have to be approved
by Parliament. And legalization,
even for personal use, could cause
friction with the United States
and violate the 1988 U.N. Convention Against the Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. Jamaica
signed the accord.
"The U.S. opposes the decriminalization of marijuana,"
Michael Koplovsky, a U.S. Embassy spokesman, said Thursday.
Over the last 20 years, the
United States has worked with
Jamaica to burning marijuana
fields and carry out other antidrug efforts. It has also provided
aid to fight drug trafficking in
Jamaica, the Caribbean's largest
marijuana exporter and a major
transshipment point for cocaine
bound for Europe and South
America.
The commission addressed
these concerns in its report, urging the government to "embark
on diplomatic initiatives ... to
elicit support for its internal position and influence the international community to re-examine
the status of cannabis."
Between 1992-98, the United
States provided $7.8 million to
Jamaica to eliminate marijuana
production and trafficking. The
most popular method has been to
chop down the plants and burn
the fields.

Indian indentured servants are
thought to have brought marijuana to Jamaica in the 19th century. Its use as a medicinal herb ^
spread rapidly among plantation
workers, with some using ganja
tea to alleviate aches, and others **k
using rum-soaked marijuana as
remedy for coughs and fevers.
But it was not until the 196(X *
and 1970s, with the rise to popularity of Bob Marley and other
|
reggae icons, that marijuana he-, ^ •
gan to gain acceptance outside
poor neighborhoods.
Marijuana's deep roots were
clear in Luke Lane after word
spread of the commission's rcc
ommendation. Among the patrons
was 43-year-old Horace Clarke. f
P.il
who was also buying school supcr
plies for his three children.
"At night, when the children *ev
wa
are sleeping, sometimes I smoke
by
a little with my lady," Clarke said
as he bought a quarter ounce for Ad.°
about $2.50.
his
The vendors were pleased ai
the
the possibility the it might be
"Hi
legal to use marijuana, even
we
though selling the drug would
b'ei
remain illegal.
*
All had stories of being chased
by the police, "If you're going to to
smoke it, you have to get it and tit
we sell it," said a dealer who ffie
Mc
gave his name only as Metro, i
of'
He said he earns about $100
,Iov
on a good day.
int
"This money doesn't go out
S'te
to buy guns, it goes to food thai
fills the bellies of my children *> and puts them in school clothes apj
onl
and pays their school fees," he
:hc
said.
♦sla
"What's criminal about that?"-

Local man arrested for narcotic possession

tru
"era
fen
>

In the heart of Kingston, about
a dozen men stand in an open-air
emporium stacking long buds of
marijuana even though the crop
is illegal in Jamaica.
"High-grade, the best... smell
it," says a dreadlocked 27-yearold Rastafarian at the "Luke
Lane" market, who gives his name
only as Toro as he holds a bud in
the air and beckons to a passerby. Sale completed, he lights a
joint of rolled marijuana and
smiles. These days, he has a lot to
be happy about.
A government commission
recommended Thursday that
marijuana be legalized for personal use by adults _ a move the
government will likely endorse
despite opposition from the
United States, which has spent
millions to eradicate the crop on
the Caribbean island.
"(Marijuana's) reputation
among the people as a panacea
and a spiritually enhancing substance is so strong that it must be
regarded as culturally entrenched," said the commission's
report.
The National Commission on
Ganja, as marijuana is known
here, also said Jamaica should
allow the use of marijuana for
religious purposes. This is important to the Rastafarian minority, who worship deceased Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie as a
prophet and use marijuana as a
sacrament.
Prime Minister P.J. Patterson
last year appointed the commission, which included academics
and doctors. So far, he and elected

G-A News Service

A local man was arrested for
possession of four white pill fragments believed to be the prescription drug Xanax yesterday after
letting the air out of a patrol car's
tires.
Dane Chadwell, 19, of a Savannah address, was near two
patrol vehicles Tuesday while
Statesboro police officers assisted a wrecker service near
Dingus MaGees.
Sergeant Anthony Gore noticed Chadwell acting suspicious

it i

around the patrol vehicles. Officers then caught Chadwell as he
attempted to deflate a rear tire of
Officer Clayton Walker's patrol
car.
A
search
incident
to
Chadwell's arrest revealed his
possession of the pill fragments.
Chadwell was detained on
charges of possession of a schedule four narcotic and interference
with government property, and
turned over to the Bulloch County
Sheriff's Department for bonding purposes.

Don't Wait—First 50 setups get a
Come by today!

SPECIALS

August 15—September 1

Iguanas...

$12.99

Hamsters........ $3.99
Parakeets..... $16.99
Fresh & Saltwater
Fish
15% Off

Don't miss Dinner & Devotion featuring:

• Residence hall approved
aquarium setups
• Don't miss our great
selection of freshwater and
marine fish
• Come by and see our huge
selection of reptiles
• Small Animals: skunks,
ferrets, rabbits, etc.
available.
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: Buck! Buck! >
$i 00 OFF:-
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Spicy
Chicken
Sandwich
Combo

Come Out
and
Join Us!

Includes
Fries & Medium Drink

18098 Georgia Hwy 67
681-2481
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Jake Hallman
I
News Editor
nee
ganewsed@gasou.edu
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It is a desire of The George-Anne
toprint the news of Georgia South- lew
ern University as accurately as. jmn
possible. If you believe that some-J
thing covered is in error, contact
nos
the editor at 681-5246 as soon as
ire
possible.
dt
Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some ...
Read By Them AIL

'The Gospel According to Matthew...Damon."

Sunday, August 26th • 10:00pm

!L

Tim Prizer
Managing Editor
gamed@gasou.edu

Wednesday, August 22nd • 6:30pm

Late-Night Breakfast to follow worship.
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Justin Johnson
Editor-in-Chief
gaeditor@gasou.edu

Welcome Back Students!

EVENING WORSHIP

V

Editorial Board

COOKOUT

tank!
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ADVERTISING:
681-5418
STORY OR PHOTOS:
681-5246
FAX NUMBER:
486-7113
E-MAIL TO:
g-a@gasou.edu

Jrellowsnip

F 10-GalIon Tank
With purchase of aquarium
R
or reptile setup.
E
While supplies last—
only 50 available.
E
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How to reach us

\ Dtudent
NOW
ACCEPTED!

vnor

Williams Center room 2023
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460.

Lutk eran

• Grooming - Claws and Wings
•Aquarium Maintenance
• Basic Obedience Training
• Special Orders - Birds & Aquariums
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Q.L. LOUDERBACK

stpaul@bulloch.com
www.stpaul-lsf.com

I
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526 Fair Road
(Highway G7)
Expires 12/20/01.
Limit two per coupon.
Statesboro only.
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denying sex for drugs

ONLY IN AMERICA
DAVENPORT, Iowa - A Fort
Madison pharmacist, accused of
dispensing drugs with forged
prescriptions, said Monday he could
not have exchanged drugs for sex
because he has been impotent foryears.
Steve Helling, 46, is on trial in U.S.
District Court, charged with conspiring
to distribute a controlled substance.
Prosecutors say that over a twoyear period, Hellingfilled prescriptions

that he knew had been forged or altered.
"I have never knowingly filled a
prescription I thought was forged,"
Helling testified.
Prosecutors contend that Helling
filled forged or altered prescriptions
brought to the pharmacy by Laura
Newell-Law, Deborah Arnold and
Leslie Greenslaugh.
Arnold, 50, of Carthage, HI., is
serving a federal sentence of 13 years

and 2 months on unrelated drug charges.
Greenslaugh, 37, and Newell-Law,
44, both of Fort Madison, have pleaded
guilty to charges of using forged or
altered prescriptions.
They will be sentenced Sept. 28.
Helling said he only recognized
Arnold, whom he said had brought
prescriptions to his pharmacy. He said
he did not recognize or know the other
two women.

The women, and other witnesses,
claimed Helling filled forged
prescriptions in exchange for cash or
sexual favors. One witness claimed
she was coerced into a back room ofthe
pharmacy after hours and raped.
Helling said those accusations
cannot be true because he has been
impotent since 1995. He said he was
diagnosed with diabetes in 1993 and
by 1995 could not become aroused.

BONUS

I

Plane crashes into
truck - driver dies,
pilot walks

fere
'ord
rcc'ons
V GREENEVILLE-AMosheim
rke,'
pilot walked away after his plane
sup.

crashed on a road Sunday
.,_
evening,
but a pickup truck driver
Iren
was
killed
- either by the plane or
oke
by
a
power
pole it had knocked
said
down.
for
Chad Andrew Brown died and
his
wife, Shawna, was injured in
d 'ai
the
freak
accident on Blue Springs
be
Highway
as the Mosheim couple
Veri
were
driving
to church shortly
)uld
before 6 p.m. EDT.
* _ Bruce M. Hartman was trying
ised
to land his single-engine Piper
gto
J4A
Cub on a private grass airand
afield
behind his home in
ivh'o
Mosheim, about seven miles west
of Greeneville, but came in a little
. low and tried to abort the landoiit ing, said Greene County Sheriff
thai Steve Burns.
Iren , As he tried to pull up, the plane
tbes apparently stalled and dropped
' he onto some power lines, clipped
:he top of the truck and then
'slammed
into the parkway, where
at'.'
it caught fire, Burns said. The
truck veered off the roadway,
"•crashed through a chain-link
fence and into a building.
Hartman, 37, escaped with mi>3 Vnor injuries.
Investigators believe that debris from a shattered power pole
^T an electrical transformer on
another pole crushed the driver's
side roof on the pickup truck,
instantly killing Brown, 19.
His wife Shawna, 20, was
treated at a local hospital for in^ juries sustained in the crash and
^was released Sunday night.
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Georgia

| Lion hunters capture
! stone statues of cats

statues and other items are being
taken during the night from commercial and residential buildings.
"It's not any one type of item,"
said Brian Renner, planning and
research coordinator for the Savannah Police Department. "It's
just more of everything."
However, the thefts of lion
statues has been good for a Savannah area garden shop as residents search for substitutes to
replace their prized lions.
"We recently had run on
them," said DeeDee Goodwin at
Southern Precast Concrete in
Blitchton, a shop that sells the
statues.
"Mostly customers from the
downtown area who have come
here to replace the ones that they
had stolen."

(

(

TIME

In The Statesboro Mall
(912) 764-7575, ext. 270

YourClinique Bonus, Full Circle.
i

(

}(0 US ES <A<R<E <MO<R£ TVlS
(and larger) than apartments
for the same rent!

Introducing Statesboro's newest and premier student living headquarters.
Limited availability, so call today to reserve your Brand New Home!
A prestigious collegiate community of 4 bedroom,
4 bath and 3 bedroom, 3 bath individual homes
with all new modern conveniences.
All bedrooms are master suites with large, private
bathrooms and walk-in closets.
Less than 2 miles from GSU Campus.

■ ]*ce-

" . Others are using special sealB ,Jts such as Liquid Nails and
£ £ondo to secure their lion stat■ fes, according to Savannah hard-

■ iare stores.
s * Carlton Durham, an elder at
I the United House of Prayer for

■ All People, expects the weight of
\ his church's lions to be enough of
a a'deterrent.
J
Two 800-pound lions mark the
i entrance.
' | « "They are so heavy, it would
w i t|ke at least four, maybe six men
|*(to move one)," Durham said.
i - Larceny in general has in- J creased 66.5 percent from last
- iJy§ar, according to the Savannah
i
' Police Department.
r Stolen bikes, patio furniture,
i

• Free HBO plus expanded cable channels in
all rooms
• Free full-sized washer/dryer, dishwasher,
microwave oven & refrigerator with ice
maker
• Free lawn maintenance
• Huge LR with cathedral ceilings & decorative
columns

: SAVANNAH- In downtown
''Savannah, lion statues are posted
HI front of homes and churches,
stone sentinels keeping watch
•Qver entrances and doorways.
I But lately the stone cats have
needed protection of their own.
vPolice have noticed lion statues
being stolen in what may be a
lew Savannah tradition: lion
punting.
- ^Just last month, in one of the
nost dramatic examples of lion
irceny, two 400-pound lions,
alued at $250 apiece, were ston from outside a house.
The thefts have persuaded
* *>ple to take extra precautions
„ ! keep their lions safe. One fam■ jr. hoped to discourage thieves
" h cementing their four lions in

• Free fastest internet in Statesboro in every
bedroom and does not use phone line

• Grill out on large back patio
• Street lamps and sidewalks throughout
neighborhood
• Kitchen island AND separate dining area
• Energy efficient extras mean lower utility
bills
• Mini-blinds

'fZLLOTfS LWKfE
CALL NOW TO RESERVE YOUR
NEW HOME FOR FALL 2001
Managed by: Tanner Realty
Call Debbie Brown

(912) 489-3289
1-800-927-5481

From Highway 67 South, turn right at the first
intersection after the bypass, bear right at
the church. Entrance on left
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WINGS plummets to earth... hard It's decision time

They overflowed the Williams
Center hall. They were confused,
angry and impatient. They even stole
chairs out of the G-A office.
Yup, WINGS took its first baby
steps out of the nest and proceeded to
eat dirt.
We attend a major regional university, one that's supposed to be
clawing its way into the "first tier" of
academia. There are nearly 15,000
of us here paying tuition. Couldn't a

bit of that go towards a modern, dare
we say efficient registration system?
There are the horror stories: you
click on a link, then
wait for five minutes before the data
you need pops up.
Sure, you can rationalize, the
server is overloaded. When? During
registration, probably the only time
you need it. This is clearly not farthinking design at work.

Many of us yearn for the "good
old days," when kindly grandmother
types took your registration information and inputted it into
the computer
by hand. Sure,
you had to wait in a line, and sometimes deal with dead hearing aid batteries.
There was a limited number of
retirees tapping the keys, however.

Our Opinion

The system never jammed up, unless
someone happened to remind Edna
of her grandson "who studies music
up in New York."
What about the guy who clicked
to add a class, then found all of his
classes canceled, except the one he
tried to add?
Registration is second only to
graduation in terms of determining
our ultimate academic fate. Why not
make it a bit less hellish?

Customer service and the decline of modern civilization

I realize I'm about to come off
like Michael Douglas in "Falling
Down" here, but I consider myself
quite a normal guy.
I'm a responsible news editor,
pay my taxes, and even play piano
at the local Lutheran church on
Sundays. I'm not prone to flights
of random rant against the mentally incompetent.
However, Michael Douglas did
end up with Catherine Zeta-Jones,
so who cares about me?
Anyway, my bitter rival Chris
Brennaman and I went to Burger
King for lunch Monday.
The counter wench, like most

Who is the counter wench gocounter wenches I've encountered our hypotheses:
1) The economy's been good ing to vent her frustrations on?
as of late, didn't even attempt the
rudimentary steps of customer ser- for the past few years. So good, in Her co-workers? Certainly not.
fact, that practically anyone can She has to work with them every
vice.
day.
Important aside here: I use the get a job somewhere.
To that end, why should the
term "counter wench" not out of
That leaves the customers.
any misogyny, just for easy identi- counter wench care if the customfication. A "counter wench" could ers berate the gods about her crappy People she sees every day who
attitude? Someone complains to a evidently aren't working while she
just as well be male as female.
Y'know, things like smiling. mangaer, and she gets fired. Next is. People who she sees come in
wearing nice
Things like
clothes, driving
looking at us '■
nice cars. She
as
if we
SHE HATES PEOPLE LIKE ME. PEOPLE WHO
hates all of us.
weren't dirty
LUCKED OUT WITH PARENTS WHO WERE
She wants what
journalists,
we have, and
seeming to pay
REASONABLY WELL-OFF, GOT A COLLEGE
she's never goattention to
ing to get it on
our order, sayEDUCATION, AND HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO
her salary.
ing "please"
MAKE OVER $15K A YEAR.
This plays
and "pardon
^^^^^^^—
nicely into:
me, could you —-—^^^^^—
3) Abject
repeat that?"
instead of "WHAT?!?!" Things like week, she'll be working at the frustration. The kids who ate paint
chips are the ones who just aren't
attempting to look somewhat well- Wendy's a block away.
2) Apologizing for the "Fight going to amount to much. We'll
groomed and hygenically fit
Club" references, we were all told always need them to flip burgers,
enough to handle our food.
We were shoved our burgers, we're gonna be movie stars. We'll take out the trash, sweep up after
and sat down, discussing exactly all have the big houses, nice cars, us and (thanks Frontier) install
DSL, but they'll never have the
why customer service has gone to and a Playstation 2 in the den.
Uh-huh. This is not going to respect that any hard worker dehell in the fast food industry. We' ve
both had ample experience, seeing happen on a counter wench's sal- serves from society.
The counter wench with a high
as we're just now learning what ary. I know this, and they know
that strange thing with the round this. Minimum wage doesn't even
See Service, Page 7A
heating coils is that sits across from barely pay the rent around here,
let alone get you Gran Turismo 3
our respective refrigerators.
I like enumerated lists, so here's and a new Mazda.

I'm actually impressed with SGA....SO far
I got the pleasure of interviewing SGA president Bryan Saxton
and his VP Nick Pearson. I've
know Nick since before his SGA
tenure. We had a bowling class
together and he embarrassed us
all with his prowess at the lanes.
Bryan? Well not many people
knew of him six months ago. Then
he came and took the presidency
and brought his entire ticket along
for the ride.
If you're not familiar with the
state of SGA in the last few years,
here an overview. After a good
run by Russell Keen, we got Aaron
Nicely. Aaron was a charismatic
guy, made you feel like you were
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the most important guy in the room.
However, some felt he was kind of
shady. After his first run at president
we had the venerable Zach Rushing
run against the beautiful (and highly
intelligent)Joyce Estrada.
Messy does not even begin to
describe that election. One thing led
to another and when the smoke
cleared, Aaron Nicely was back in
office for round two. Midway through
his tenure, some paper work wasn't
filed, and Aaron was no longer president. Enter Francys Johnson. Again,
we had someone who was a charismatic guy, but some folks questioned
his motives.
Now all through this not much
was accomplished. The SGA and the
George-Anne spent most of their time
at odds with each other and I think
the students suffered from the whole
debacle.
So here we are in 2001 and the

new officers are touting that the dark
days are over and they're ready to
move on to, get this, doing their job.
I' ve never run into anyone in SGA
more dedicated than Nick Pearson.
The man does not mince words and
he says what he means. When he's
interviewed he doesn't give sound
bites, he gives honest answers to
questions. When he doesn't know
the answer, he tells you as much.
Whenever I've needed to talk to him,
his door is always open and he always returns calls. He even stops by
the office to say hello. In the past
when an SGA face came by, we knew
were in for some smoke-blowing.
I met Bryan for the first time last
week and he came across as a humble,
even shy, man. I spent Tuesday morning with him in his Union office and
See Impressed, Page 7A

fine. In high school, your teachers
told horror stories about college.1*
Ha, it couldn't be true because
look at you. In your bed, all co[zy
and warm, you again drift off1 to
sleep.
When you wake up, it's dark
outside. You stumble out of b§d,i)
take a shower and put on your
clothes for the day. You're starv
ing, so you eat.
The phone rings, and a friend
down the hall encourages you to
come out that night. You say sure.
After all, you haven't done anything all day. You should do something. You should go out. You
don't want to be totally unproduc-^ .
There will come a time and day five do you? No. So you do go out
when you, snuggled in your cozy and you have a blast. I'm glad you/ ■
twin bed, will have to make a deci- went out, you tell yourself.
*
sion - to go or not to go to class.
The alarm clock goes off. You
Yes, that inevitable moment in your say to yourself, "There's just no
college life when you have com- way I can go to class today, Cm!
plete and utter control of virtually way too tired." You hit the snooze
everything. Back home your par- button.
ents think you are the perfect stuTwo weeks later, you come to
dent, the model of what every good class and discover you have a test.
young man or woman should be. What? That ass of a teacher"..is1
And you, wanting them to believe giving us a test? School has barely i ■
this, make every effort to convince started! What is she thinking? She *
your parents that you are this model is out to get me. She hates me. She .
student.
wants me to fail this class. She-is
You, tucked in your cozy bed determined to make me pay for' *with the covers pulled up tight and missing class, I know it! Lookal
your egg crate mattress that so won- her, she's passing out those tests i,
derfully conforms to the shape of and she's smiling! She's loving it! jp'
your body, have a decision to make. I hate her.
"Will I go to class today?"
You read the test over, you ret- Irritated, you turn off the alarm ognize a few words like "the" andi },
clock. The night before, you set it "why". Other than that, you wish .
because like all the rest of us, you you had a dictionary to translate
have good intentions. You were go- You also wish you had a calcul^a- hing to go to class the other day too. tor. That way, you could figure :
However, it was the first day of out if indeed you did make a zerol •
class and, well, who goes to class on this test and made 100's on illri
on the first day? All you miss out on your other tests, you could pi)lff*^
is getting your syllabus. So, you tell off with a C. You decide you call.. .
yourself that since no material was and everthing is okay. There's ..
covered on that day, you techni- three more tests, after all.
cally haven't missed any class yet.
And this, the downfall of the^ •
This could be your first absence. college freshman. The decision [ i
Yeah, one day isn't so bad. Right? that caused him to lose his HOPEy*
Two hours later your roomate scholarship. The reason he landed t\ '
returns from class. You grunt and himself academic probation be-jj
roll over and wonder who he thinks fore he knew what hit him. All of'\
he is for waking you up. You are, these things could have been
after all, trying to sleep. Does no avoided if only he had not turned;
one respect you and your decisions? off the alarm. Ifonly,butno-you .
Why did he just turn on that light? can't change the past.
What could possess him to do such
Listen to your family, your>.
a moronic thing? The nerve - re- teachers and to people that havcU
experience in the field. They aren't
ally.
An hour later the alarm goes off. stupid, even if you think they are.
You, groggy and stiff from too much Don't assume that you know evsleep struggle to come to life. How- erything, you don't. This is, however, you simply can't do it. You've ever, the beginning of the rest of
spent the whole day in bed you say your life. Take ahold of that. Manto yourself, why not just stay in age your time wisely. Go to class.•
bed. Your day is completely wasted. Your parents and your grades will
You really have no choice but to thank you for it. You might disstay in bed you tell yourself. Even cover your teacher isn't out to get\
your subconscious tells you it's you after all.
okay. The semester hasn't really
Justin Johnson is the editor-in-1
even started so everything will be chief of The George-Anne andean I
fine.
be reached at gaeditor® ^
Of course everything will be gasou.edu.

JUSTIN

JOHNSON
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THE
STRUGGLES OF
SELECTING A
MAJOR
Amanda
Permenter

Features Editor

L

have always envied those
people who run around elementary school and junior
high knowing exactly what
they want to do with their lives,
and go on to do exactly as they
plan. What is their secret? How
can they be so certain?
When I decided on a major
during my senior year of high
school, I was so excited about
my choice that I mistook my
own enthusiasm for certainty.
Of course, I thought, I was
destined to be a teacher. All of
my life experience was all beginning to make sense. Possessing the power to mold the
minds of an entire classroom
full of impressionable children
and becoming the ultimate role
model seemed incredibly heroic. As my dad so hesitantly
put it, it is "a...well, noble
profession, if you don't mind
not getting paid much."
My favorite thing about a
major in education was the
concentric pattern of decisions
to be made once I decided on
the education part: In what
grade level will I specialize?
What subject will I teach? I
figured this was the space
within which I had room to be
creative, and increase my
chances at making money in
the field. The grade level was
an easy choice: middle grades.
I remember being in middle
school, and how. desperately
my peers and I needed good
teachers and examples to follow. In honor of one of my
favorite high school teachers,
I decided on History Education.
All it took was my first
college-level World History
course, and I was in my
advisor's office. I hadn't even
taken a Geography class, yet
there I was, changing my major to Geography Education. I
justified it by reasoning that it
was somewhat closer to a science, therefore there would be
a greater demand for it than
something I really like to do,
like English.
As much as I hate to admit
it, I was settling horribly on a
major in Education because I
thought my dream job was just
that: a dream. Though it was
very uncharacteristic of myself, I deserted that dream and
lowered my bar for something
more attainable. When I got
back to school this semester, I
had a new perspective, and I
changed my major to what it
was always supposed to be:
English. Coincidentally, if my
top choice career doesn't work
out, I can still be a noble English teacher. How is this time
any different than the other
times 1 was "sure" of my major? I can feel that I'm doing
what makes me want to do my
best. 1 don't feel like a square
peg try big to fit through a round
hole anymore. Sure, I have
fears and doubts about the future, but now I wouldn't trade
my goals for anything. It is
now worth the work I'm doing
just to see how it all works out.
Whether you are in my position and have already test
driven a few majors, or you
See Major, Page 7A

The 'Bow has an alternative to your 'daily grind?
By Angela Colson

I ordered the sandwich as a basket, which
comes with chips, pickle, and a "sweet
surprise." The chicken salad was served
on a croissant and was actually very good.
I picked the grapes out, but that's just a
personal preference.

hoagie with au jus, BLT on sour dough,
and turkey on a croissant. They also
LooMngforsomethingdifferentfrom
offered soup of the day, a cream ofpotato,
your average franchised eating establishwhich I did not get. I ordered the roast
ment with a classier yet relaxing atmobeef and I was very impressed. It wasn't
sphere? Then try The Daily Grind Coffee
like a cold deli roast beef, it tasted like it
House located in The Vilhad just been in the oven.
lage Square on the comer
My friend ordered the
of Savannah Avenue and
BLT and she was imSouth Zetterower (the nice
pressed as well: the letnew upscale place that
tuce and tomato looked
looks like it doesn't beand tasted fresh. The
long in Statesboro).
prices of the baskets are
The Daily Grind of$5.95-$6.95, which
fers a variety of coffees:
sounds expensive, but I
espresso, cafe au lait,
recommend that you try it
cappuccino, cafe latte,
at least once.
mocha royale, etc. Some
The aesthetics of the
otheratypical drinks worth
place are much like that of
a try: chai tea (a personal
a typical coffee house, but
favorite), steamed milk
widi a classier look. Each
and honey (which tastes
table is uniquely different
like a warm vanilla milk
with mismatching chairs.
shake), hot chocolate, ItalThere are also a couple of
ian soda, French Soda, and
differently designed sofas
smoothies.
as well as a coffee bar.
This relatively new
The area inside is not very
coffee house also offers
big, but it is quaint and
various desserts and pastcozy and definitely has
ries like cheesecake, gourthat coffee house feel and
met cakes, muffins, and of
look. Despite its coffee
Lindsay Wise/STAFF
course bagels. The prices
house atmosphere, it lacks
ofthe different desserts and A HAVEN AWAY FROM YOUR DAILY GRIND: The one thing that is found in
pastries are from $ 1.20 and Daily Grind, Statesboro' s most popular coffeehouse, features most coffee houses:
live music, refreshing drinks, and a relaxing atmosphere.
up.
smoking. The Daily Grind
The Daily Grind also
is a non-smoking estabserves lunch. Their lunch menu varies
I also ordered the vanilla chai tea lishment.
from day to day but always serves served cold, which I have had before. If
The owner, Rhonda Rodewolt, men"Rhonda's Chicken Salad Sandwich." you have never tried chai tea, get it. It's tioned that The Daily Grind has entertainThe chicken salad, named afterthe owner, sooo good. It's a blend of black tea, ment on Friday and Saturday nights.
is made with grapes and almonds.
honey, vanilla bean, ginger, and milk is Singer-songwriterLeslieBerry,originally
The first time I went to The Daily added to create this wonderful drink. I from the Atlanta area will be playing
Grind, I tried this chicken salad. Now, I prefer vanilla chai tea, but they offer other FridaynightandregularDwightEmerson,
must confess thatl'mnotabig fan of fruit flavors as well.
who showcases modem and traditional
in my chicken salad or fruit in any kind of
The next time I went to the coffee folk music as well as Bob Dylan, Paul
salad for that matter. Since I went on a house, I went on a week day and they had Simon, and James Taylor, plans to reSaturday and that was the only sandwich many more choices for lunch: tunainpita lease a new CD at The Daily Grind on
they were serving I had only one choice. bread, roast beef with Swiss cheese on a August 30.
AcolsomlO@yahoo.com
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YAY YAY' FOR YA-YA '•
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By Angela Colson

^ ^00^ a^out sisterhood and
friendship in the American South

acolsonlO@yahoo.com

It's not in Oprah's Book Club,
but it should be. Rebecca Wells'
"Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood" is a poignant, delicious
tale of the often tumultuous
mother-daughter relationship
and the everlasting bonds of
childhood friendships. Set in
the heart of Louisiana, the novel
tells the story of life in a small
southern town from the 1930s on
up through the eyes of the YaYas, an eccentric group of four
best friends: Vivi,Teensy,Caro,
and Necie. From the Shirley
Temple Look-A-Like Contest
and the "Gone With The Wind"
premiere to the lazy days at
Spring Creek, cocktails, marriage, and motherhood, these four
Southern belles have relied on
each other for humor and strength
throughout the years.
While the novel centers on
the Ya-Yas, it also tells the story
of Vivi Abbott Walker's daughter Sidda. At forty years old,
Sidda Walker, a successful theater director, becomes engaged
to the love of her life; yet, she
suffers from a sort of breakdown
about life and her relationship
with her mother. In an interview
with The New York Times, Sidda
reveals parts of her childhood
that do not speak kindly of Vivi.
Vivi, in turn, refuses to speak to
Sidda.
Enter the other Ya-Yas to the
rescue. In an attempt to make
Sidda understand why her mother
is the way she is, they press Vivi
to send Sidda "The Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood," a
scrapbook and journal of their
lives. Thus begins Sidda's journey and our journey into the stories of the Ya-Yas.
We learn about Vivi's own
abusive childhood, and while we
are disgusted with her abuse towards Sidda and her siblings, we
can't help but feel sorry for her
hard upbringing. Wells does an
excellent job of portraying Vivi
Abbott Walker as a flamboyant,
off-center character that seems
to accept her own position in her
life as a caged bird who is only
free to fly when she is with the
Ya-Yas.
Like many Southern writers,

A CULINARY CAMPUS...

Jill Burnham/STAFF

By Tim Prizer

Any day of the school year, you can
hear numerous students complaining
about the lack of food on campus. The
complaints should ring hollow, considering that there are now actually 18
places to eat on campus.
Everything from American cheese-

burgers to home-cooked fried chicken,
and even Chinese eggrolls can be
bought on campus with either Eagle
Express or your meal plan.
The Russell Union has the Educated Palate, the only place on campus
to sit down and enjoy being waited on.
The current American favorite, Chickfil-a. is also located in the Union!

• Chick-Fil-A

• The Grill

' Union Station

'The Deli

' The Educated Palate

' Stone Willy's Pizza

gamed@gasou.edu

'Cafe Plus

'Southern Traditions

• Cuisine

'Asian Creations

' Cinnamon Street

' Summit Subs

' Fry Station

'CJ's Pit and Grill

'Chix

• Rock Ice Creamery

'Rat Race' runs downhill fast
Associated Press

Special Photo

BEST FRIENDS IN THE SOUTH: Rebecca Wells' book, "The Divine
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood," focuses on the life-long friendship of
four women and their children in the Southern United States.
Rebecca Wells offers a big helping of the quirky South, particularly, the bayou French Louisiana South. The steamy humidity,
the smell of crayfish "etoufee,"
and the sounds of the Ya-Yas
playing "bouree" envelop our
senses and allow this Southern
culture to become almost another
character in the novel. She also
succeeds in capturing the best and
worst of the South that she is so
familiar with (Wells is from Louisiana) through the dialogue between the characters and the rich
Southern traditions.
While there is much to rave
about in the novel, there are a few
unanswered questions, but the
novel's companion "Little Alters
Everywhere" attempts to fill in
those holes. In fact, "Little Al-

ters Everywhere" gives the different perspectives of life at the
Walker house with tales from
Sidda's siblings and others that
have witnessed events in their
lives that is needed to understand
specific details in "Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood."
Although the abuse and heartache in the novel often overshadows the humor and charm, "Divine
Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood"
excels in creating dynamic characters whose own abuse and heartache often overshadow their own
humor and charm as they persevere
through friendship and forgiveness.
(Note: Filming recently began on a
movie version of "Divine Secrets
of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood" that is
supposed to star Ashley Judd and
Sandra Bullock).

■

this high-stakes game of "Survivor."
Nearly 40 years ago, a cavalcade
Individual moments are memoof comic geniuses starred in "It's a- rable, such as the side bets the wealthy
Mad Mad Mad Mad World."
gamblers make while they wait for
It was the story of a group of the race to end: whether a hooker will
greedy strangers who outscheme and perform an especially kinky act inoutwit each other in search of buried volving a bathtub full of Peptotreasure, while an assortment of lazy Bismol, or the flavor of a certain
cops sits around a police station track- piece of candy in an enormous box
ing their progress and trying to fig- of chocolates. "SCTV" alum Dave
ure out who will get there first.
Thomas makes these scenes work
■ "Rat Race" claims it's not a re- as the straight man.
make of the 1963 film, but it's awAtkinson is funny for the first
fully similar.
few minutes; all bugged-out eyes
This time, the story's about a and gangly limbs, he's perfect for
group
of
this kind of &
greedy strang^—^■ ——■
broad physical
ers
who
comedy. But
outscheme and "... MOST OF THE JOKES
his
manic,
outwit each TELEGRAPH THEMSELVES Roberto
other to reach
Benigni-esque
a $2 million A MILE AWAY, SO YOU
shtick gets tirejackpot, while
some quickly.
an interna- CAN PLAN AHEAD NOT TO
Lovitz is
tional assort- LAUGH. ii
funny simply
ment
of
because he's
ultrawealthy ^™^^—
™~~™"~™"™™" Jon Lovitz;
gamblers sits in a Las Vegas pent- just seeing him on screen is good
house, tracking their.progress and for a laugh. And there's an amusing i
betting on who will get there first.
cameo from Kathy Bates as a nutty
Every once in a while, director woman who sells squirrels.
lerry Zucker pulls out a sight gag or
Some moments probably
a surreal comic moment reminiscent sounded funnier than they became
of movies he first made his name on: in the execution. The idea of a cow
"Airplane!" and the "Naked Gun" dangling by a rope from a hot air j
series.
balloon, floating through the air
But most of the jokes telegraph and slamming into the windshield
themselves a mile away, so you can of a bus full of Lucille Ball imperplan ahead not to laugh.
sonators probably looked good on
Much of what made "It's a Mad paper. (It looks good just writing
Mad Mad Mad World" so funny came it.) But when it actually happens,
from the strength of the cast -includ- ■ the joke lands with a thud.
ing Milton Berle, Sid Caesar, Buddy
Then after functioning as a
Hackett, Ethel Merman, Mickey wacky, broad comedy for nearly
Rooney, Phil Silvers and Jonathan two hours, the movie abruptly shifts
Winters-and the consistently quick, gears with a feel-good ending. And
witty banter.
what's even worse, it features
The players here-Rowan Smash Mouth singing their ubiquiAtkinson, Whoopi Goldberg, Cuba tous hit "All Star," which was alGooding Jr., Seth Green, Jon Lovitz, ready painfully hackneyed when the
Breckin Meyer and Amy Smart-have song appeared in "Shrek" three
varying degrees of individual star months ago.
power. And the dialogue they have
It could have been worse,
to work with from former "Saturday though. It could have been "Who
Night Live" writer Andy Breckman Let the Dogs Out." Oh, wait, that
is sporadically funny at best.
song comes on during the start of
The characters all happen to get a the race.
gold coin, inviting them to particiNever mind.
pate in the game, while playing slots
"Rat Race," a Paramount Picat The Venetian hotel-casino.
tures release, is rated PG-13 for
' As the hotel owner who sets up sexual references, crude humor, I
the race, John Cleese plays an eccen- partial nudity and language. Runtric, British version of Jeff Probst in ning time is 112 minutes.

■■■H
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Cause unknown for fire that killed WVU swimmer
Associated Press

They will take a framed certifiBean said.
Engle spent one night in Ruby cate of special recognition to the
MORGANTOWN, W.Va. The cause of a weekend house Memorial Hospital and was treated family from WVU President David
C. Hardesty Jr.
fire that killed a West Virginia for smoke inhalation, Bean said.
"Tom was just a special man
Brian
Daniels
and
Nicholas
Frye
University swim team member
and
a great kid," Mcllquham said.
also
were
treated
for
smoke
inhalamay not be known for another
"Everyone
week,
a
turned
to him as
Morgantown Fire
a
leader
and a
Department cap"HE
WAS
ONE
OF
THOSE
KIDS
WHO
WOULD
friend."
Both
tain said Monday.
the
men's
and
"We're still inDO ANYTHING FOR ANYBODY. THE BIG
women's
swim
terviewing the octeams met with
cupants of the
THING NOW IS TO STAY STRONG AND
assistant coach
house,"
Capt.
REMEMBER
THE
GOOD
THINGS
HE
DID."
Steve Phillips
David Bean said.
and
other
Thomas
M.
-STEVE PHILLIPS
school
personSchwind, 20, of
WVU ASSISTANT SWIM COACH
nel to discuss
Huntington
^^
the tragedy.
Woods, Mich.,
i
"It's very
will be buried
tion and released. Housemate Rob hard," Phillips said. "Right now
Tuesday in Detroit.
Schwind's body was found DiMilia and two female guests were we're just trying to make sure all of
Saturday morning in a second- uninjured, a school spokeswoman our athletes are taken care of. It's
been rough on them."
floor apartment above where the said Monday.
"He was one of those kids who
Schwind had returned to
fire is believed to have started,
'said Morgantown Fire Capt. Rick Morgantown on Thursday to pre- would do anything for anybody.
pare for Monday's start of fall The big thing now is to stay strong
Hill.
There were seven people in classes. He was a member of the and remember the good things he
the building at the time of the WVU swim team and was a third- did."
Schwind, who swam primarily
'5:19 a.m. blaze. The six who es- year sophomore physical education
backstroke and breaststroke, will
caped told firefighters that major.
Mcllquham and assistant ath- be buried in his swim uniform.
Schwind was still in the building.
Schwind is the second WVU
One of the occupants, Andrew letic director Terri Howes will atEngle. has told investigators that tend the services Tuesday at St. student to die in an apartment fire
he reached Schwind, but "he Cecilia's Catholic Church in De- this year.
A 22-year-old Clarksburg man
somehow got away from him. troit, along with some members of
Then he couldn't find him, it was the swim team and Schwind's room- was killed on New Year's Day when
his two-story building burned.
too smoky and too hot for him," mates, school officials said.
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I had a great time. He
seemed uncomfortable being
interviewed, knowing that
most of the faceless mass
would be reading the end results of the conversation. I
can't say that I blame him. I
was interviewed once last
year by a 15 year old reporter
•from the high school I atiended for their newspaper
and was still a bit nervous.
Bryan didn't sit behind his
desk. Instead he sat beside
me in front of the desk. He
decided to forego the usual
jacket and khakis in favor of

jeans and a flannel shirt. He
talked about wanting to be
involved with the students
and regaining their trust. Like
Nick, he chose honest answers over sound bites.
Hopefully, this is a sign of
things to come. As much fun
as it was reading articles detailing SGA's shenanigans,
enough is enough. SGA is in
place as a means for the GSU
student body to have a say.
We've had enough of electing individuals whose only
reason for being in SGA is
personal gain. It's time the
children were sent home and

the adults given the power.
It is my sincere hope that
Bryan Saxton, Nick Pearson
and the rest of the "new" SGA
don't make me or the people
that elected them look like
fools. I've been writing for
four years here at the GeorgeAnne and both Bryan and
Nick know my reputation. I
hope they know that these
happy columns don't sit well
with me and nothing gets me
going more than a screwedup SGA.
Keep it up guys.
Chris Brennaman can be
reached at gsujcon @ hotmail. com.

school diploma (or less) and
no prospects for further betterment due to lack of ability or
resources knows that she's a
counter wench and probably will
be a counter wench for the
forseeable future.
She hates people like me.
People who lucked out with parents who were reasonably well-

off, got a college education, and
have the potential to make over
$15kayear.
Okay, so with my degree I'll
probably top out around $10k.
She hates us just the same.
Again, we have what she cannot.
We must die.
And thus, we have the explanation for crappy customer service and the seeds of a revolution.

How long will it take for some
Che McGuevarra to take all these
malcontents and turn them into a
fearsome cauldron of seething
rage that will destroy our society?
I say we lock the lot of 'em in
the rear freezer and replace them
with robots.
Jake Hallman can be reached
at revjake@stouthouse.org

* SERVICE, FROM PAGE 4A
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are undeclared and still
trying to commit, chances
are, you can't decide with certainty because you are lying
to yourself. There is an easier
way to find the right major.
First, you have to know
what you love to do—that one
thing for which you have an
undying passion. Next, you

6A

have to know things for which
you have a talent or ability.
Then, you have to discard the
money factor and realize that
you will inevitably create a
way to make money at something for which you are so talented
and
love
so
unquenchably.
Indefinitely, the thing that
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you truly desire to do with
your life will have a way of
working out in ways you
never
thought
possible...unless you never
try it.
Amanda Permenter is the
features editor of The GeorgeAnne and you can reach her at
dweezelshay @ hotmail. com.
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Latin Grammys pulled from Miami; to
be held in Los Angeles, organizers say
and eggs were thrown at ticket holders as they arrived for the event, he
said.
Now the event will be held Sept.
11 in the Great Western Forum in
Los Angeles, he said.
Officials at CBS, which plans to
air the show, issued a statement

Miami last year, but city officials
rejected the idea. They said Cuban
MIAMI - The Latin Grammy
artists would be part of the event
Awards will be moved from Miand cited a law barring the county
ami to Los Angeles because of
from doing business with those who
fears Cuban exile protesters will
have dealings with Cuba.
threaten the safety of performers
Foundation President Jorge Mas
and the audience, the event's orgaSantos took part in the event's nominizers said Monday.
^^^^^
nation ceremony last
Miami city officials ^___
month. Within two
agreed Sunday to let
weeks, about 20
protesters demonstrate
"WE SUPPORT THE RECORDING
foundation members
in a three-block area
ACADEMY'S DECISION TO DO WHAT
resigned.
near the arena, but orThe issue was
ganizers wanted proTHEY BELIEVE IS IN THE BEST INTEREST
debated on the streets
testers to be kept farof Little Havana,
ther away.
OF THE PERFORMERS, THE GUEST AND
where people agreed
"I can't guarantee
THE EVENT ITSELF.
the event should not
the security of our
take place in Miami.
people. We have
- CBS NETWORK
About 60 exile
people coming from
^^^^
groups opposed to
all over the world,"
•
Fidel Castro planned
said Michael Greene, president and
to protest against Cuban musicians
CEO of the National Academy of backing the academy.
"We support the Recording and artists attending the ceremony.
Recording Arts & Sciences and the
Academy's decision to do what they
Cuban nominees include FranLatin Recording Academy.
Protesters also planned to infil- believe is in the best interest of the cisco Cespedes, Chucho Valdes,
trate the ceremony, he said in a performers, the guest and the event Issac Delgado, Celina Gonzalez y
ReutUio and Omara Portuondo.
statement: "The Academy was itself," the network said.
Greene said academy officials
Miami City Commissioner
made aware that protesters had secured tickets to the show and were Tomas Regalado said academy of- considered moving the event north
organizing a disruption to the live ficials should have known when to Broward County and were told
they chose Miami for the event that by local law enforcement that they
telecast itself."
could not guarantee people's safety.
Miami-Dade County Mayor protests would follow.
"This was handled very badly
"We're saddened by this. It
Alex Penelas offered Monday to
create a half-block buffer between from the beginning," Regalado said. was not necessary," said Howard
the protesters and a security zone "Whoever gave Mr. Greene guar- Simon, executive director of the
established for performers and antees should have known better American Civil Liberties Union
people arriving for the ceremony at that this would have happened. We of Florida, which represented the
AmericanAirlines Arena, but the should have discussed this from exiles in negotiating protest perthe beginning and not at the last mits.
offer was.not enough.
Penelas said the event would
Greene cited protests in 1999 minute."
Academy officials wanted to have brought $30 million to $35
when the Cuban group Los Van
Van performed in Miami. Batteries hold the first Latin Grammys in million in revenue to the area.
Associated Press

U of Illinois-Springfield accepts first class of freshmen
Associated Press

is targeted for a select group of
students. Stuart said the initial class
has an average ACT college entrance exam score of 25-26, and the
students rank in the top 15 percent
to 20 percent of their high school
classes.
UIS was founded in 1970 as
Sangamon State University, an "upper division" university, with juniors, seniors and graduates. The idea
was that students would complete
their first two years of college at
community colleges before moving on to an upper division school
to finish up.
The upper division concept
never worked as well as it was
hoped and has been abandoned by
most of the schools that originally
adopted it. Administrators at SSU/
UIS began publicly discussing adding freshmen and sophomores in
the early 1990s, although there had

SPRINGFIELD, 111. Freshmen
across Illinois are getting ready for
their first year of college. And one
college is getting ready for its first
year of freshmen.
The University of Illinois at
Springfield has never had freshmen or sophomores, but after a decade of effort administrators have
created the "Capital Scholars" program to serve underclassmen.
"We're excited.^' said James
Stuart, the program's director.
"This is going to be fun."
The university had hoped to recruit a first year class of 100 students for the program, and Stuart
said a total of 119 students have
paid their registration fees and are
scheduled to show up Thursday.
"(The total) is quite remarkable
for the first year," Stuart said.
The Capital Scholars program

New technobgy creates virtual scenery
have big technology."
To produce the play, Popovich and
his students will use four projectors, a
15-foot screen and several computers.
Over five years, the school has spent
about $150,000 on theatrical technology need for the virtual production.
Audience will wear 3-D glasses
and see images directly in front of their
faces.
During the performance, crew
members will control the computerized images from backstage. The virtual characters and sets will interact
with performers on stage with the ability to improvise and react just like a
human actor.
"That's what makes this different

Associated Press

DETROIT -A theater professor
plans to produce a production that
will use new technology to create
virtual scenery and characters that
will interact with live performers on
stage.
George Popovich wants to make
Henry Ford Community College one
of the first schools to use three-dimensional technology and actors in a
stage performance.
His first virtual play,
Shakespeare's "The Tempest," is
scheduled for August 2002.
"We're forming the performance
styles of the 21 st century," Popovich
said "We' little people and we
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been discussions of the idea on campus for some time before that.
It was assumed that the university would move to a full four-year
undergraduate program when it became a part of the U of I system in
1995, but opposition from other
colleges fearful of competition for
freshmen delayed approval of the
change until 1999.
As a result, the first UIS freshmen will be limited to the honorstype Capital Scholars program, but
no one doubts that the day is not far
off when the university begins admitting a more diverse population
of freshmen.
Each member of the first freshman class will take a series of specially designed courses that will be
team-taught by five faculty members from different disciplines and
that will look at topics and issues
from multiple perspectives.

Wednesday
Kermit & Bob
$2.00 Vodkas

from a rock concert or an MAX
movie," Popovich said.
Popovich said "The Tempest" is
an ideal play to stage with digital
technology because it incorporates
elements of magic. It tells the story of
group of people shipwrecked on an
island, where they encounter a group
of fairies.
Each show will be limited to audiences of 80 people to keep the experience intense.
JeffEnsign,amusicianandformer
Henry Ford student, will create the
computerized images.
"Were trying to explore new aspects of theater," he told The Detroit
News for a story Sunday.
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GSU taking no West Nile precautions
Jake Hallman
ganewsed @ gasou.edu
In the wake of the Aug. 11 death of
an elderly woman in Atlanta from the
West Nile virus and a 40-year-old man's
diagnosis this week in Florida, GSU has
no special plans to protect students from
the disease.
According to Dr. Curt Hames, chief
physician at GSU Health Services, the
likelihood of students being at risk from
the mosquito-borne disease is remote.
"It's more older people, over the
age of 50, who are much more susceptible than this age group on campus
would be," Hames said. "Usually,
people who have some other medical
problems.
"I think the chances in this age
group would be pretty slim. It's something to be on the watch for, but hopefully it won't have an effect here."
Should the disease appear in the
area, the first course of action will be to
eliminate mosquitoes with additional
spraying and removal of the standing
water the insects breed in, Hames
added.

The West Nile virus has killed 10
people in the United States since
1999. When the disease struck in
New York, officials instituted mass
anti-mosquito sprayings and Atlanta
health officials have used larva-killing chemical pellets to stem the risk
of the disease.
Atlanta officials met with New
York experts Monday to hear how
they handled the virus and to share
their own plans, according to Dr.
Adewale Troutman, director of the
Fulton County health department.
For most people, the virus causes
only a flu-like illness and many who are
exposed don't get sick at all. People with
weakened immune systems are
considered most at risk.
"It crosses the blood/brain barrier
and causes inflammation of the brain,"
Hames said.
"Most infections are mild. Symptoms include fever, headaches and body
aches. Often you can get a skin rash,
swollen lymphnodes, or, in a more severe
infection you have a headache, high fever,
neck stiffness, stupor or disorientation."

R

Special Photo

-

THE ENEMY HAS ARRIVED: Mosquito larvae have been targeted
for eradication by public health officials in Atlanta and other areas struck
by the West Nile virus. An elderly woman died in Atlanta last week from
the disease, and cases have been reported up the Eastern seaboard, from
Florida to Ontario.

Tropical Storm Chantel slams into Yucatan Peninsula
"We don't know yet whether to evacuate", said Arturo
Lopez Brasco, a 40-year-old watchman who was nailing
planks over the windows of his house across the street from
the waterfront.
"I have to be guarding those cars on the corner,"he said,
and expressed fears that his house might be looted if he
left.
Associated Press
The storm "doesn't meet conditions of greater risk,"
CHETUMAL, Mexico - A storm nearing hurricane strength said state spokesman Eduardo Sadot, explaining why the
slammed into Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula late Monday night, state of emergency had been canceled.
triggering 13-foot waves and whipping up winds that batQuinta Roo Governor Joaquin Hendricks, whose state is
tered buildings, snapped powerlines and sent debris in all home to seaside resort city of Cancun, urged residents and
directions.
tourists to take precautions, and school classes were canThe center of Tropical Storm Chantal moved over land celed across the state through Wednesday.
As a precaution, Carnival Cruise Lines diverted all of its
near the Xcalak peninsula and at 1 a.m. local time (2 a.m.
EDT) Tuesday was centered just
'•
Caribbean tours to the
south of Chetumal, a city of
port of Veracruz on the
100,000 and the capital of
Gulf
of
Mexico,
Quintana Roo state.
Notimex reported.
"WE DON'T KNOW YET WHETHER TO
Sustained winds approaching
One of the cruises,
heading
from
70 mph buffeted shuttered resEVACUATET99
taurants along this city's deGalveston, Texas, to
serted coastline. Officials said
Playa del Carmen and
—ARTURO LOPEZ BRASCO, WATCHMAN
waves up to 13 feet high pounded
the island of Cozumel,
the coastline.
40 miles south of
Mere hours before the storm ^™""~~
™^"^~
Cancun, arrived in
rumbled inland land, however,
Veracruz on Monday
state officials expressed confidence that the storm would not morning with 1,489 passengers and 733 crew members on
be a major killer by downgrading their state of emergency to board, said the director of port administration, Raul
Rodriguez Canovas.
a less serious "state of alarm."
Earlier Monday, the region prepared for the storm with
The ship was scheduled to return to Texas on Tuesday
Caribbean cruise ships sailing to alternate ports, hotel own- night.
In the meantime, local officials were offering 16 buses to
ers slipping warnings under guests' doors, and civil defense
officials stocking shelters with food and bedding.
show tourists Veracruz's colorful capital city of the same
The storm's front edge brought relatively little rain. The name.
U.S. National Weather Service said that the worst of the rains
Michael Sheehan, a spokesman for Miami-based Royal Carwere likely to come hours after Chantal hit land.
ibbean Cruises Ltd., said his company had diverted only one
Tropical storms become hurricanes when sustained winds cruise ship, which left Saturday bound for Jamaica, the Cayreach 74 mph.
man Islands and Cozumel. It was rerouted to the eastern CaribThe weather service reported that the storm should con- bean, Sheehan said.
tinue to move west through the Yucatan and could reach the
Mexico's National Meteorological Service advised that the
Gulf of Mexico late Tuesday.
storm could still become a hurricane after crossing the Yucatan
Mexico's National Meteorological Service advised that Peninsula into the Gulf of Mexico.
Although pounding rains soaked Cancun at dawn Monday,
the storm could still become a hurricane after crossing the
Yucatan Peninsula into the Gulf of Mexico.
they slowed to intermittent showers and drizzle later in the day,
Mexican television reported that police and soldiers evacu- and few tourists seemed overly concerned about the storm.
ated 1,500 people from three fishing villages north of
Bob Brunner, 52, an English teacher from New City, New
Chetumal.
York, vacationing in Cancun with his wife and daughter, said
State officials said they also evacuated fishermen from the Fiesta Americana hotel had slipped a storm notice under his
Banco Chinchorro, a group of coral reefs east of the Xcalak room door.
Peninsula.
But unless things get much worse, he said, the family would
Still, shelters here remained well below capacity.
stick to their initial plans to stay until Thursday.
A Chetumal technical school set up to house 500 people
"If it's stormy tomorrow, they (his wife and daughter) will
had just 112 refugees registered as the storm continued to do the obligatory shopping and I'll find something stronger to
push inland.
drink than coffee," he quipped.

• Storm triggers 13-foot waves, whipping up
winds that battered buildings, snapped
powerlines and sent debris flying all directions.
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SAXTON, PAGE
Saxton said that this year, each
college will be represented by
four of its own senators.
"We're going to charge the
senators with going to their colleges and finding out what they
want," Saxton said. "Of course
they're still representing the general student body, but the ones
specifically for that college need
to be on the senate to meet the
needs of their college."
In addition to the senators representing the colleges, Saxton
said that there will be 14 senators-at-large and three freshman
senators.
"That's 41 total senators,"
Saxton said.
Pearson also said that SGA and
the faculty are having good relations so far.
"We've been meeting with the
administration including the new
Vice President of Student Affairs,
Linda Bleicken and the Dean of
Students, Randy Gunter, as well

1A
as with Dr. Grube," Pearson said.
"They've expressed an interest
in starting anew with SGA. We
have a great working relationship with the faculty."
Pearson said that despite the
good relationship with the faculty, that SGA is more concerned
with the student body.
"If the faculty does something
the students don't agree with, then
the relationship goes on the back
burner when it comes to us representing the students," Pearson
said.
Pearson said that the new executive board wants to emphasize committees in the new school
year.
"In the past couple of years
we've lost student seats on a lot
of the standing committees because of non-attendance, or in
some cases haphazardness. We've
had members just not show up,"
Pearson said.
Pearson said that senators will
only be allowed two unexcused

absences.
"We're going to be strict about
that," Pearson said.
Saxton and Pearson also said
that SGA will not be doing as
many programs in the coming
year.
"Our main focus is not programs," Pearson said. "We're
sponsoring a pep rally for the students and helping SAGE with a
recycling program. However,
we're not here as far as entertainment. We're going to let Eagle
Entertainment handle that. We
want the programs that we do to
benefit the student body. They
won't be seen as the most fun.
We want to get stuff accomplished."
Pearson said that plans may be
underway to move the SGA offices from upstairs in the Russell
Union to the bottom floor in the
space currently occupied by
Snackers.
"It's still in the works,"
Pearson said. "But it still has our

Happy
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support. We. don't want new offices, [but] we would prefer to be
on the student's level. We don't
want the students to have any kind
of excuse for not being able to
see us."
Saxton and Pearson both said
that they hope that their relations
with student media will improve
in the new year.
"I can't think of anyone in this
office currently that has any outstanding problems with any of
the student media," Pearson said.
Saxton said that the student
media and SGA are both working
towards the same end.
"We're both looking out for
the students," Saxton said.
"We're going to let the paper
know what we're doing."
Saxton said that improving
SGA's image is a top priority.
"We're going up," Saxton said.
"We want it to be fresh. We're
getting people out there and letting the students know what SGA
is,"

ATTACK, FROM PAGE
nothing new. Surfers and
kayakers regularly see sharks in
the surf. Last Easter weekend,
there were seven attacks over a
two-day period.
"They're always there. You
just have to be careful and know
what's around," said surfer
Leonardo Pedreros, 18.
A combination of murky water, caused by recent heavy rains
pouring runoff into the water,
and an unusually crowded beach
because of a surfing contest over
the weekend, may have caused
the sharks to mistake humans
for fish.
"When the water is clean,
there is no problem because the
sharks can see," said Dan
Jacocks, 44, who kayaks every

10:00 am - 1:00 pm
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Sharks also have been on the
attack this month in the Bahamas, where two Americans were
bitten in the leg. Both are recovering at a Miami hospital, one
after having his leg amputated.
An 8-year-old boy was attacked by a bull shark in July in
Pensacola, on Florida's Gulf
Coast, about 400 miles away.
Jessie Arbogast's arm was severed and he lost nearly all his
blood. The arm was reattached
but Jessie remains in a light
coma.
Surfer Sean Nolan saw one
advantage to the shark attacks.
"It thins the line," said Nolan,
24, a student. "Usually it is so
crowded. Maybe this will keep
people away."

1A

channels, river mouths, or sewage
outfalls. If you notice any fins or
dark shapes in the water, leave quickly
but calmly, and do not swim where
schooling fish congregate in large
numbers.
Do not wear shiny jewelry because it resembles the light reflected
from schooling fish, and do not enter
the water if you are bleeding, as a
shark's olfactory senses are highly
acute. Refrain from excess splashing, and do not enter murky water
because it is easy for the sharks to
confuse a human as their own prey.
And, of course, common sense would
tell you never to harass a shark and
agitate their instinctive aggressiveness.
Sharks, although dangerous, can
be appreciated for their cunning skill
and beauty. Shark researchers have

tried to dispel many myths about the
danger of sharks. Although they do
not deny that sharks are dangerous,
they want people to realize that a
majority of sharks attack humans
because they confuse them for prey.
Although the number of shark attacks has gone up each year, it is not
yet clear if there is any change in the
»
per capita ratio of these attacks.
According to Jan W.H. Koetze, a
shark activist, "Media sensationalism and widespread ignorance has '
given the shark a bad name. Although there are species who are responsible for an average two to three
non-fatal attacks on swimmers, surfers, and divers each year, its role as a
menace is exaggerated; more people
are killed each year by dogs than have
been killed by sharks in the past 100
years."

Associated Press

rates six times since Jan. 3.
The first five reductions were half-point moves, marking the most aggressive."
Fed easing since early 1982, when the Fed"
slashed rates to fight the country's worst■
recession since the Great Depression.*
At the Fed's last meeting on June 27,.
the Fed added a sixth rate cut, but the move,'
was the more normal quarter-point reduc-^
tion that the Fed has often employed underGreenspan, bringing the federal funds,
rate, the interest that banks charge OIL
overnight loans, down to 3.75 percent. *
Those moves have pushed banks'^
prime lending rate, the benchmark formillions of consumer and business loans,,
to 6.75 percent, its lowest level in seven*
years.
U.S. manufacturers issued a plea Mon^
day for a half-point rate cut this week,.
saying such a move was needed to helpl
alleviate a slowdown in sales that has;
already prompted them to eliminate'
708,000 jobs.
In a letter to Greenspan, National As-!
sociation of Manufacturers President Jerry'
Jasinowski said the bolder half-point move
was needed to counteract "a sudden and
unexpected deterioration overseas" that,
was raising the threat of a global recession/
The administration ofPresident George'
W. Bush is counting on lower interest rates
plus the impact of nearly $40 billion in tax.
rebate money this year to boost consumer
demand and provide greater strength in the
second half of the year.

Federal Reserve stages aggressive
reductions in interest rates

*

Come meet
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morning off New Smyrna Beach,
about 15 miles south of Daytona
Beach.
On Saturday, a shark bit 19year-old Jaison Valentin's left
hand for food while he was surfing off New Smyrna Beach. The
animal left a 2-inch gash on the
back of his hand, requiring surgery to repair torn tendons and
ligaments.
"It took a nice big chunk out
of my hand," said Valentin, who
said he plans to return to surfing
once his hand is healed. "I knew
to get the hell out of the water.''
Another victim, 17-year-old
Becky Chapman underwent surgery after being bitten in the leg.
She was in good condition Monday.

SHARK, FROM PAGE
to attack a solitary individual.
Do not swim near people who are
fishing, sandbars, deep drop-offs,

^^^^^^^^^^^

Jake Hallman/STAFF

NICK PEARSON: SGA Vice. President Nick Pearson hopes to
improve relations with the student body, student media and to
emphaize committees during the school year.
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the "Sopol

TheFederalReservealready has staged
its most aggressive reduction in interest
rates in almost two decades, and many
analysts believe the central bank isn't done
yet.
Private economists are looking not
only for a seventh rate cut at the end of the
Fed's meeting Tuesday but also an eighth
at the next Fed meeting Oct. 2.
"It is still a very uncertain economic
situation out there," said David Jones,
chief economist at Aubrey G. Lanston &
Co. in New York. "It is difficult at this
moment for the Fed to know when the
rebound is coming."
While most economists believe the
Fed's upcoming actions will be the more
traditional quarter-point rate moves, they
did not rale out another half-point cut,
especially if central bank policy-makers
thought such a surprise move would lift
Wall Street out its current doldrums.
Private economists said at least a quarter point move on Tuesday was a virtual
certainty, given recent statements by Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
and his colleagues, who have warned that
troubles related to a pronounced yearlong
economic slowdown are not over.
"They have pretty much locked in
another quarter-point rate cut," predicted
David Wyss, chief economist at Standard
& Poor's Co. in New York
In an effort to keep the economy out of
recession, the Fed has already cut interest
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THE UNIVERSITY STORE
Roaring Springs
Three Subject
Spiral Bound
Notebook

300 Sheets
College Ruled
Filler Paper

course mtum

GSU
2001-2002
Datebooks

10 Count
Ball Point Pens
(Blue, Black &
Assorted)

M

$2.00ea

$3.99ea

690/pack

Laminated
GSU
Pocket Folder

Dixon
Highlighters

GSU
Mousepads

GSU
"Nature"
Ring Binders

750 each

250 each

$4.95ea

$2.85ea

HOURS

$1 -50ea

Monday-Thursday
7:45am-6:00pm

Special Hours

Friday
7:45am-5:00pm

Saturday, August 18th
8:00am-8:00pm

Saturday
11 am-5:00pm

Sunday, August 19th
10:00am-8:00pm

681-5181

1 (800) 861 -7059
THE UNIVERSITY STORE
A Member of The National Association of College Stores

http://www.gsustore.com
email: ustore@gasou.edu
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THURSDAY, AUGUST 23

YOU'RE NOT AS SOBER ASYOUTHINK YOU ARE ■ RUSSELL UNION ROTUNDA 11AM-2PM
BUSINESS EXPO-ROTUNDA-10AM-3PM
EAGLE CINEMA MOVIE -THE MUMMY RETURNS • RUSSELL UNIONTHEATRE • 7PM & 9:30PM $1
TWIN FALLS PUTT PUTT ($1 WITH STUDENT ID) 9:30PM -11:30PM SPONSORED BY CRI

FRIDAY, AUGUST 24

EAGLE CINEMA MOVIE -THE MUMMY RETURNS - RUSSELL UNIONTHEATRE - 7PM & 9:30PM $1
RAINDATE FOR BUSINESS EXPO

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25

EAGLE CINEMA:THE MUMMY & THE MUMMY RETURNS - RUSSELL UNION THEATRE ■ 7PM • $1
SUMMER SATURDAYS RCNIC AND FLIGHT SHOW ■ CENTER FOR WILDLIFE - 5PM - 9PM
SAVANNAH /TYBEE ISLAND DAYTRIP ■ SIGN UP IN RM, 2022 IN THE RUSSELL UNION $15

TWIN FALLS

i

f

MONDAY, AUGUST 27

SURVIVAL
DAZL

EAGLE ENTERTAINMENT - GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING -THEATRE - 7PM
THINK FAST GAMESHOW - RUSSELL UNION BALLROOM ■ 9:00PM

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 29

MAKING COLLEGE COUNT - RUSSELL UNION RM, 2048 -11AM -NOON
SGA 1ST GENERAL ASSEMBLY MEETING • RM, 2080 RUSSELL UNION 6:00PM

THURSDAY, AUGUST 30

STUDENT ORGANIZATION FAIR - RUSSELL UNION ROTUNDA ■ 10AM ■ 3PM
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION '1ELCOME BACK" COOKOUT - CARRUTH BUILDING RM. 1012 - 5:30PM
TIN FALLSPUTT PUTT ($1 WITH STUDENT ID) 9:30PM ■ 11:30PM SPONSORED BY CRI
PEP RALLY - RUSSELL UNION ROTUNDA - 7PM (EVENTTIME & LOCATION SUBJECTTO CHANGE)

DISPLAY?
,
\

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT EVENTS LISTED, PLEASE CONTACT:
OFFICE OF STUDENT PROGRAMS AT (912) 486-7270

POSTER ART AND DESIGN '2001 PLADD DOT GRAPHICS

www.stp.gasou.edu
'%. %, I. 1'i/ 13
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Who is Erk
Russell?
Melissa
Connors

Sports Editor

A crash course in
Eagle football
history.
IX. bout 50% of the campus is
actually asking themselves that
question right now, and the other
50% of the campus is spouting
off statistics and awards that the
man has won. Well, back in the
day, (about a year ago) I was in
the first group. Yes,Tm admitting to it, too. After being Sports
Editor for all of five days, this
question arose in conversation
and I just stood there and said to
myself... Who is Erk Russell?
Well, I was laughed at, and I'm
still teased about it to this day.
So I'm here to inform you poor
souls that have no idea who I'm
talking about so you're not
laughed at.
Erk Russell is a football god.
The day he stepped foot on
Paulson Stadium in 1982,
Russell created a dynasty. To
fire up the team before a game,
Russell, bald-headed, would
head-buU each of the helmeted
players, oftfin causing blood to
run down his face. But it didn't
matter to him, he was dedicated
to winning the game and he usually did.
Russell began his career as
the defensive coordinator for the
University of Georgia, molding
some of the best defensive teams
in his 17-year stint. Russell left
Georgia in 1982 to become the
head coach for the Eagles, completing a 7-3-1 in his first season. During his time as head
coach for the Eagles, Russell
led the team to an outstanding
83-22-1 overall record, and after the Eagles moved to Division I-A A in 1984, he achieved
a 70-14 mark, averaging 10.4
wins per season.
Russell's 1986 squad led the
nation in scoring (41.3 points
per game), total offense (501.8
yards per game), and rushing
offense (327.1 yards per game).
The Eagles were unstoppable in
the playoffs during the 1986
season, averaging 50.7 points
and winning their second
straight national championship,
al-AA first. Other achievements
include three national championships, 83 victories, 17 All-'
American selections, and numerous honors and awards.
Russell was honored with
19 Coach-of-the-Year awards,
inducted into two Hall of Fames,
voted Man-of-the-Year, and
Coach-of-the-Decade; all in
eight years.
Russell ended his coaching
career in 1989 with a 15-0
record, making the Eagles the
only 15-0 college team of this
century.
Russell grew up in Birmingham, ALand earned abachelor's
and master's degree from Auburn University. He was the last
four-sport letterman in Auburn
history, earning ten letters in
football, basketball, baseball
and tennis.
Russell was born July 23,
1926 and is married to the former
Jean Farmer of Birmingham.
They have two sons—Rusty and
Jay—who also grew up to become football coaches.
Yeah, I know who Erk
Russell is now.
•

GSU vs. Savannah St

By Doug Kidd

doug_kidd @ hotmail.com

Jamaal Zanders hopped up
and down on the Savannah State
track, waiting for his picture to
be taken.
The team picture already done,
Zanders and his football teammates were ready for individual
snapshots.
One after another, his Tiger
teammates handed a form and
$20 to the photographer before
stepping forward and posing.
When Zanders' turn came, a
defensive coach pulled the senior and another teammate
ahead. No money exchanged,
no forms filled out. Just take the
picture, please.
Zanders is that type of player
for Savannah State and he knows
it. So do his teammates. When a
visitor asked a group of players
where he could find the best defensive player, they all pointed to
Zanders.
If the Tigers have a chance of
beating Georgia Southern come
Sept. 1, Zanders will have to play
a big part in stopping I-AA' s best
offense.
"Yeah, I do a lot for this team,"
Zanders said at SSU' s media day
last Saturday.
He rattled off his entire resume before that statement. According to Zanders, his 90 tackles from last season make him the
team's returning leader. So do
his 14 tackles for losses. His five
sacks rank him pretty high, too.
He also returns punts and kickoffs, averaging 15 yards per punt
return. The versatile Zanders said
he plays safety but the coaches
like to walk him up close like a
linebacker.
Come to think of it, Zanders
will start referring to himself as
one. "I play like one anyway," he
said.
At 6-0, 202 pounds, Zanders

Special Photo

SEASON OPENER: The Eagles continue to prepare for their 2001 season by holding scrimmages as they return to fall season workouts. The season
opener is September 1 against Savannah State at Paulson Staduim. Kickoff is scheduled for 7:00 p.m.
is a little undersized for a linebacker—but then again, most of
his teammates are small for their
position, too.
But that's not stopping this
Tiger from dreaming big.
"We have a group that will
step up," Zanders said. "It benefits us to play the champs because we get to see how good we
are. It will let us know where we
stand, especially on run defense."
SSU will surprise Eagle fans
with their defense, Zanders said.
The Tigers have watched a lot of
film of GSU and think they see

some holes.
Zanders likes the run blocking of the offensive line but isn't
impressed with any facet of the
Eagle passing game. He thinks
SSU can mount an effective pass
rush and shut down GSU's receivers.
"They [receivers] didn't impress us on tape," Zanders said.
"We're not too worried about
[GSU's] passing game."
Film also showed the Eagles'
slotbacks successfully blocking
down on linebackers and safeties.

Zanders though, doesn't believe they can block him. "No,
not at all," he said, using the size
of GSU's MarkMyers and Andre
Weathers as proof. "Itwon'thappen."
But Zanders wouldn't bite on
the most obvious question.
"Adrian Peterson will get his
100 yards; we have to be realistic,"
he said, admitting the Tigers will
have to gang-tackle the GSU fullback "We just want to limit him."
The Tigers can't afford
Peterson's supporting cast to run
loose, Zanders said. "We have to

keep the others down; we can't
let two or three guys reach 100
yards."
Zanders contends GSU's option won't overwhelm the Tigers because SSU faced a similar team last season in BethuneCookman.
"They run the same offense
and we stopped it," he said of the
Tigers 30-15 loss to the MEAC
school. "I know we can stop
Southern."
Zanders better hope so. Or
his next picture will have
Peterson & Co. running him over.

Defensive coordinator looks Parking changes made at Paulson Stadium
for more depth in linebackers By Doug Kidd
doug_kidd@hotmail.com

By Doug Kidd

doug_kidd @ hotmail.com

A reporter asked GSU
defensive coordinator Rusty
Russell if he was pleased with all
the linebackers coming back this
season.
After all, Russell had starters
Mike Ward, Mike Youngblood
and Jamar Jones returning with
regulars Corey Middlebrooks,
Joe Scott and Kevin Heard.
"Heck no, I'm not pleased,"
said Russell, who also doubles as
linebackers coach. "We need
some more; we have a serious
depth problem."
The depth problem was so
apparent that GSU implemented
a 4-3 defense after spending the
past two years in a 3-4.
"We're changing because it
fits our personnel better," said
Mike Ward. "That's why we're
going with a different look."
Last year, outside linebacker
Jamar Jones did see action playing
down, so the look shouldn't be
that different. This season the
plan is for Jones to spend more
time on the line.
Russell said the new front
seven alignment was used out of
necessity during last season's
playoff run. "We just had to do
something to survive," he said.
The linebacking corps might
have to survive a little more this
season with the loss of Jason
Neese. Neese, the team's leading
tackier the past two seasons, was
forced to retire after chronic back
and neck problems.
"We hated to lose Jason,"
Russell said. "Linebacker is a

position where you get hurt."
That's all too true, as GSU has
found out. Neese is the third
Eagle linebacker who has had their
career ended in the past three
seasons.
Daryl Morell was hurt midway
through 1998 while Jimmy
McCullough was lost in last year's

"I DON'T REALLY
FEEL ANY

PRESSURE;

I JUST

WANT TO PLAY
HARD AND HELP
THE TEAM"

—JOE SCOTT,
JUNIOR LINEBACKER
opener at Georgia. Neese had
been hurt throughout 2000 before
succumbing to the injuries after
the season. All three are now
student assistants with the team.
"I've only had one player hurt
before," said Russell, who has
coached for 23 seasons. "Now
I've had three unusual situations,
all under unique circumstances."
Now Russell has to find a
replacement for Neese and he
thinks he' s found one in Joe Scott.
"Joe probably played as much as
anybody last season," he said.
Scott logged plenty of playing
See Linebackers, Page 4B

we put in the season pass because
we don't want to eliminate the great
atmosphere Paulson Stadium is
known for."
Mulherin admits the price hike
might deter some students from
parking at the stadium but hopes
that, instead, it will promote carpooling.
"Thirty dollars between four or
five people makes it easier," he said.
But a parking pass doesn't necessarily mean a spot; all parking is

limited and will be on a first-come,.
first-served basis.
Mulherin said there is a good
chance the stadium lot will be full
prior to game time. "We expect a
sellout for at least five games," he
said, noting the lot might have to be
closed an hour before kickoff.
Any overflow parking will be
directed to the Recreation Activity
Center parking lot or Oxford Field.
Mulherin said overflow parking
would be free.

Paulson Stadium parking spaces
and prices have been changed for
the 2001 season, according to a
release by GSU Athletic Media
Relations.
The majority of parking spaces
will now be reserved for Southern
Boosters members, the fundraising
arm of the athletics department.
Southern Boosters president John
Mulherin said his organization has
taken over an estimated 800 general admission parking spaces.
LAMER DRIVE
The move, Mulherin said, was
BY-PASS-•
the first in an effort to make Paulson
Stadium parking solely for contributors. Eventually all general
admission parking will be elsewhere.
But for this season's six home
games, general admission will be
allowed to park in the "White" lot.
The lot will begin with row seven
and extend to the back of the parking area.
General admission parking will
also cost $10 a game, up from $5
last season. A season parking pass
will be available for $30.
The increase was made because
large tailgating parties with R.V.'s
or tents are now designated in row
six. These groups were scattered
throughout general admission parking in years past, causing problems.
Large parties were moved, for
instance, because one R.V. might
take three or four spaces, Mulherin
said.
With these groups taking away
another general admission row, the
price increase was implemented to
recoup lost parking money.
Special Photo
"The raise in prices is straight PARKING CHANGES: The rows highhghted in blue and gold are
economics," Mulherin said. "But reserved for boosters and all rows past that are for general admission fans.
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Lady Eagles place third in SoCon preseason poll
•One Lady Eagle makes all-league team

G-A News Service

The Southern Conference
women's soccer head coaches
have cast their ballots and polls
for the 2001 season.
The coaches named 14
players to the preseason allleague team The team consists
of five forwards, four
midfielders, four defenders and
a goalkeeper. Coaches were not
allowed to vote for their own
players.
The Southern Conference
women's soccer coaches have
selected Furman to win the
2001 regular season title,
edging last year's tournament
champion, UNC Greensboro,
by one vote.
Two-time defending regularseason champion Furman placed
six players on the team; three
forwards, two midfielders and a

defender. Emily Turgeon, the
2000 Freshman and Player-ofthe-Year, highlights the
Paladins picks. She is joined by
her frontcourt teammates
Melissa Turner and Danielle
Petro.
This trio is joined by
midfielders Kaye Brownlee and
Katie Carson and defender
Lauren Killey on the honorary
squad. Turgeon led the
Southern Conference in eight
of a possible nine offensive
categories last season. She
scored 23 goals and dished out
17 assists on her league leading
108 shots. Brownlee, Furman's
first Ail-American, Turner,
Carson, and Killey all return to
the all-league team for a
second-straight year.
The
2000
SoCon
Tournament champion UNC

Greensboro placed four players
on the all-league team, led by
goalkeeper Kathryn Clewley.
Clewley had a conference-high
10 shutouts in UNCG's 20
games. She also posted a goals
against average below one
(.84).
She is joined by
defenders Jennifer Kennedy
and Lynsey McClean and
forward Megan Bynum
Davidson had three players
selected for the preseason
honors. Junior Tara Maloney
was named to the team for a
second-straight year and was
joined by teammate, and twin
sister, Heather Maloney and
defender Amy Johnston.
Heather set new Davidson
single-season records in goals
and points in the 2000 campaign,
which included a conferenceleading six game winning goals.

SouthernAssociates
Realty
Jnc.

Best Selection of Apartments at GSU!
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms.
Spacious and Affordable Living Adjacent to Campus.
Come Let the Experts Take Care of You!
In the Leasing Business for Over 20 years.
1800 Chandler Road • Statesboro, GA 30458
912/681-3000 Office • 912/681-7165 Fax
Visit us at our web site: www.theboro.com

Georgia Southern forward
Amanda Bernard was named by
the coaches to join the multitude
of teammates on the preseason
all-league team. The Conyers,
GA native is the only single
team player to be named to the
team. She finished third in the
conference in goals and second
in the conference in assists, both
with 12 in the 2000 season.
Furman has swept the last
two regular seasons with perfect
9-0 league records. However,
UNCG dethroned the Lady
Paladins as the tournament
champion in 2000. Furman lost
to Duke 3-1 in its secondstraight NCAA tournament
appearance. UNCG defeated
William and Mary 3-2 in doubleovertime to advance to the
second round, where it fell to
Virginia.
The Lady Paladins received
six of the 11 first place votes,
with UNCG garnering the
remaining five. Both schools
accounted for all but one of the
first and second place votes.
Third place was highly contested
with Georgia Southern edging
out Davidson by two votes
placing the Wildcats fourth.
Wofford, the College of
Charleston, and Western
Carolina were neck and neck
for fifth through seventh,
respectively. Rounding out the
field were Appalachian State,
Chattanooga, East Tennessee
State and The Citadel, which
has a first-year program.
The women's soccer season
opens on August 29 with the
inaugural game in The Citadel's
women's soccer history as it
travels to Columbia College at
4:00. Conference play begins
September 15 with Davidson
making the first SoCon trip to
The Citadel.
'See 2001 SoCon preseason
polls to the right for more
information.

THIRD IN PRESEASON: The Lady Eagles look to improve on their
outstanding 14-5 season last year with their first two games again.j
Florida Atlantic and Lehigh University.

2001 SoCon preseason polls
2001 Southern Conference Women's Soccer Coaches $
Preseason All-League Team: f
F- Heather Maloney, Davidson
MF- Katie Carson, Furman
F-Danielle Petro, Furman
MF-Megan Bynum, UNC Greensboro
F- Emily Turgeon, Furman
D- Amy Johnston, Davidson
F- Melissa Turner, Furman
D- Lauren Killey, Furman
F- Amanda Bernard, Georgia Southern
D- Jennifer Kennedy, UNC Greensboro
MF- Tara Maloney, Davidson
D- Lynsey McLean, UNC Greensboro
MF- Kaye Brownlee, Furman
. GK-Kathryn Clewley, UNC Greensboro

2001-2002

Phonathon

#

2001 Southern Conference Coaches Preseason Women's
Soccer Poll:
1. Furman (6) 96
2. UNC Greensboro (5) 95
3. Georgia Southern 74
4. Davidson 72
5. Wofford 59
6. College of Charleston 58
7. Western Carolina 53
8. Appalachian State 38
9. Chattanooga 28
10. East Tennessee St. 22
11. The Citadel 10

3

STUDENT CHECKING
♦ No Minimum Balance

fy

mi

National
Bank &
Trust

Now Hiring Dedicated Students!
The Office of Development is now accepting
applications for student Phonathon workers.
Successful applicants will have strong
communications skills, a passion for Georgia
Southern University and a great work ethic.
Selected applicants will be asked to
participate in a telephone interview for
additional screening.
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f
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Sil

«*» Unlimited Checking
♦ First Order of Checks
Free
Free Interrjet

Banking

-I- Drive Thru ATM Service
4* Telephone Banking
Provided Especially for

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

tU
K,

♦ No Monthly Service
Charge

tOmpany ...

Hours are Monday through Thursday
4:00pm-9:00pm and Saturday 10:00am2:00pm. Applications will be available and
accepted between 1:00pm and 4:00pm
Monday through Friday at the Alumni House
(across from the Herty Building at the corner
of Georgia Avenue and Herty Drive).
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mi National Bank
& Trust Company
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i 20 S. Zetterowei Ave. • Statesboro, GA 30458
(912)764-6600 • www.fnb-trust.com
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WIRELESS

Visit ALLTEL at one
of these locations:
ALLTEL Retail Stores:

Jesup
176 N. Macon
(912)427-9696

Brunswick
115 Altama Connector
(912)267-6551

Metter
11 N.Kennedy St.
(912)685-3480

Glennville
906 N. Downing Musgrove
(912)654-1145

Savannah
Chatham Plaza
7831 Abercom St.
(912)353-5060

Hin'esVille
552 W. Oglethorpe
Ste. 114
(912)877-3388
Fort Stewart Post Exchange
Building 419
Fort Stewart, GA 31315
(912) 368-3277

1-800-ALLTEL9
Swainsboro
664 S. Main St.
Times Square
Ste. 1
(912)237-2772
Vidalia
1303-A Lyons Hwy.
(912)537-6070
Waycross
2442 Memorial Dr.
(912)285-7000

St. Mary's
2201-A Osborne Rd.
(912)882-2355

Westside
7001 Chatham Center Dr.
Ste.1600
(912)652-3770

Statesboro
University Commons Shopping Center
600 Northside Dr.
Ste. J
(912)489-6300
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LlNEBACKERS, FROM PAGE IB
time in 2000, posting 64
tackles. "I don't really feel any
pressure; I just want to play hard
and help the team," said Scott,
who did start four games last
season as a sophomore.
Mike Youngblood and Mike
Ward, the "two Mikes," as
Russell called them, are
experienced. Both are two-year
starters and among the SoCon's
best.
"They both had a great year,"
Russell said. "But we needed to
take advantage of their skill so we
moved them."
Youngblood will now see
some time at inside linebacker
after playing exclusively outside
last season. Ward will do the
opposite, seeing more time
outside in 2001.
"It's not much of a difference,"
Youngblood said. "None of it's
that new to us."

With the lack of depth, new
players will be given an
opportunity for playing time. Last
season Kevin Heard came straight
from high school to play. This
season it appears Derrick Butler
will get a chance.
"You have to be very good to
play as a true freshman," Scott
said. "You have to be mentally
ready to play right away."
Ward agreed, saying coach
Russell doesn't tolerate mental
errors. "He makes sure we know
what to do. He's tough on us."
Butler seems to have what it
takes.
During Saturday's
scrimmage, Butler played well
and impressed the coaching staff
and his teammates.
"He looks like he'll play,"
Ward said. "He's going to give
us some depth."
And that's exactly what
Russell wants to hear.

Special Photo

BRINGING NEW DEPTH:
Defensive Coordinator/linebacker
coach Rusty Russell worked with
the linebackers in the preseason
with hopes of stronger depth with
the new defense.

Men's Soccer earns sixth place
position in SoCon preseason poll
G-A News Service

THI5 THURSDAY
' TICKET
PRICING

$5.00 In Advance
SG.00 At the Door

Two-f or-One Wells

COUPON
One free
beverage
of your choice
(with this coupon)

Friday

First BYOB
of the Year
with
Gin's Request
• • Live Trivia • •

The Southern Conference
men's soccer coaches have
selected Furman to repeat as the
regular season champions in
2001 and have named the 13member
preseason
allconference team. The coaches
were not allowed to vote for
their own teams in the balloting
process.
Furman received eight of
the nine first place votes with
UNC Greensboro receiving the
ninth and tabbed to finish
second. College of Charleston
edged Davidson for third by
one vote with Appalachian
State taking fifth, only two
votes ahead of Georgia
Southern.
Wofford was selected to
finish seventh with VMI and
The Citadel rounding out the
group.
The Paladins swept the
regular season in 2000 and won
the SoCon tournament. Furman
then defeated Radfofd in the
NCAA Play-In match before
falling to Clemson 3-2 in the
first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The senior-laden preseason
all-conference team consists

seven returning first team allconference and three second
team all-conference selections
from 2000.
Furman led the squad with
five selections, including four
first team all-conference
selections. Senior forward John
Barry Nusum led the league in
2000 with 48 points and 18
goals while posting 12 assists.
Senior goalkeeper Scott Blount
led the league with eight
shutouts and a 0.86 goals
against average while making
77 saves.
Sophomore McNeil Cronin,
the 2000 Freshman of the Year,
led the league with 15 assists
and ranked among the league's
points leaders. Senior midfielder
Matt Goldsmith and senior
defender Jack Handy were also
named to the team.
UNC Greensboro had three
preseason selections. Senior
Alejandro Moreno finished the
season third among the
conference leaders with 36
points and 15 goals. Junior
midfielder Chris Goos ranked
fourth among the goals leaders
with 13 and tied for third with
lOassists. Senior defender Mike
Hemphill also received the

£macfe&BoU0'a
406 Fair Road • Park Place Plaza
(Next to Holiday Pizza) • 489-2888

The Best Ice Cream
& Coffee in The 'Boro

2001
Southern
Conference
preseason poll
2001 Southern Conference
Men's Soccer Preseason
Coaches PoU
1. Furman (8) 64
2. UNC Greensboro (1) 56
3. College of Charleston 47
4. Davidson 46
5. Appalachian State 37
6. Georgia Southern 35
7. Wofford 20
8. VMI 15
9. The Citadel 10

preseason honor.
Two seniors represent the
Davidson squad. Forward Jon
Tetirick tallied 27 points last
season, tied for fifth in the
conference and knocked in 11
goals, good for sixth.
Midfielder Erik Ozimek
ranked among the conference
leaders with six assists arid 18
points.
Three teams placed one
athlete a piece on the preseason
squad. Appalachian State's
\
Jordy Broder was the 2000
conference Player of the Year.
The senior forward was second
in the league with 41 points and •n
17 goals.
Georgia
Southern
midfielder Jeff Russell ■»
represents the Eagles. The
junior midfielder ranked
among the conference leaders
with 15 points last season,
including five goals and five
assists.
College
of
Charleston's Tyler Beckstead
rounds out the squad. A junior
defender, Beckstead started in
21 games for the Cougars and
scored two goals last season.
The men's soccer season
begins Friday, August 31 with
non-conference action. The
Citadel and College of
Charleston open the conference
season
on
Wednesday,
September 19 in Charleston,
SC.
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Ice Cream & Yogurt
Coffee & Loose Tea
Espresso & Cappuccinos
Smoothies & Milkshakes
Sundaes & Sodas
Bagels & Pastries
Show your Student ID and receive a
FREE Coke or coffee with any purchase.
(Offer expires 9/31/01)

• Eye Exams

*

Contact Lenses
GSU Discount
with ID
Old Register Road
Statesfaoro

681-2061

Saturday and Evening Appointments Available

Located in front of Lowe's
820 Highway 80 East • Statesboro

Vision Center
Welcome
Back,
Students!

912/489-6655
Mon-Fri 9am-7pm « Sat 9am-5pm

i
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Two weeks until football begins Tiger Woods brings the TV ratings

By Doug Kidd

The Associated Press

doug_kidd@hotmail.com

Two weeks to go before Southern Conference football action
kicks off and all teams are getting
ready. The SoCon's nine schools
are deep in preseason workouts
with most going through
controlled scrimmages in the next
two weeks.
Here's a look at what's going
on.
Appalachian State suffered the
first major injury of 2001 when
Karim Razzak went down. The
senior running back tore two knee
ligaments last week and is out for
the season.
Razzak tore both the anterior
cruciate and lateral collateral ligaments in his left knee.
"This has certainly put a
damper on what we're trying to
get done," said Mountaineer head
coach Jerry Moore. "Karim is the
perfect example of what we want
this program to stand for."
Razzak suffered through injuries last season after earning second-team conference honors in
1999. ASU is exploring the possibility of applying for a medical
-hardship year for Razzak.
Western Carolina wrapped up
a scrimmage Saturday and felt
good about their quarterback
situation. With all offensive
starters returning but the signal
caller, the Catamounts got good
efforts from front-runner Brian

Gather and slated backup Pat
Cliento.
Gather completed 10-of-20
passes for 121 yards while Cilento
passed for 158 yards on seven
completions.
GSU isn't the only SoCon
squad looking for its heir apparent
at quarterback. Wofford is
looking for their future signalcaller when senior Travis Wilson
graduates.
Freshmen Jonathan Carey,
Trey Rodgers and Jeff Zolman
are battling junior Nick Haughy
for the understudy role. All have
impressed this summer with
Rodgers taking a slight edge
because of his athleticism.
The Citadel is having a hard
enough time finding a starting
quarterback with Joe Call and
Scooter Johnson again battling
for the spot. Both split time last
season.
Johnson has been battling back
spasms that have prolonged the
competition. Bulldog head coach
Ellis Johnson said he wanted his
starter determined last week.
"One goal was to try and get
the quarterback picture cleared
up and we have yet to get that
done," he said.
Chattanooga has their own
quarterback problems, but the
Mocs' secondary has been on the
mind of head coach Donnie
Kirkpatrick.

"We are two deep everywhere
on the team but the secondary,"
he said. "We're thin at safety.
We are going to have to roll people
around and see who can play."
Corey Goodin and Bryan
Lamar are expected to start at
safety but their backups haven't
been determined.
East Tennessee State
continued their quarterback saga
as Matt Wilhjelm and Jatavis
Sanders swapped reps with the
first team. During a scrimmage,
Wilhjelm connected twice with
receiver Charvin Clark on long
pass routes while Sanders hit
Tim Turner on a fade for a
touchdown.
VMI enters 2001 with the most
excitement surrounding the program in years. Quarterback Joey
Gibson has a lot to do with the
anticipation. Gibson threw for
three scores in a scrimmage and
fullback Gene Cauthen ran for
another.
Furman has spent much of the
preseason looking for a replacement for fullback Derek Russell.
Whoever it is, he will be young.
Two redshirt freshmen and a true
freshman are contending to be
Louis Ivory's lead blocker.
In the latest scrimmage, Corey
Tant ran for 32 yards on six carries
while Al Means and Eric Emerson
ran for 18 and 14 yards respectively.

Where are they now? Part Two

By Dennis Hightower
Hightowerl2181@hotmaU.com

opportunity to play again."
Arkee Thompson played at
GSU in 1998-99 at cornerback.
He originally signed with the basketball program, but opted to play
football at the end of his freshman year. Eugene Phillips played
from 1996-99 at defensive end,

sive guard from 1996-99. He
was a three-year consensus AllDuring the week of July 4,
American at the Division 1-AA
there was an Arena Football 2
level, and a two-time winner of
game between the Birmingham
the Jacobs Blocking Trophy
Steeldogs and the Tennessee Valwhich is awarded annually to
ley Vipers in Huntsville, Alathe best offensive lineman in
bama.
the Southern Conference.
The game
,
Dedric Parham
was signifi-. _______________
________ played wide recant because
ceiver from
four former
"I'M A BALLPLAYER. I CAME HERE TO
1996-99 and
GSU players
finished his
COMPETE AND BE THE BEST IN WHAT I DO."
currently play
GSU career
for the Vipers,
with 35 recep-ARKEE THOMPSON, 1999 GSU
and all four
tions for 607
players won
yards and three
NATIONAL CHAMPION
the 1999 1touchdowns.
AA National ————
The Vipers
Championwent on to win
ship, together.
and was named Third Team Ail- the game 52-48 on a controverArkee Thompson, Eugene American by the Associated Press sial play. Tennessee Valley would
Phillips, Mark Williams, and and first team All-Southern Con- end up losing in the semi-finals to
Dedric Parham have successful ference.
Arena Football 2 runner-up Richcareers in this semi-professional
Mark Williams played offen- mond Speed.
league. Each of them felt that the
transition from college to semipro was something they had to
get used to.
"Covering the motion guy is a
little harder in this league because they already have an edge
in running their patterns," defensive specialist Thompson said.
Tight end/defensive end
Putt-Putt Night
Phillips added, "Learning to play
at Hackers
both sides of the ball is a big
obstacle because you have to stay
9:30 - Midnight
in great condition."
y We* Date:
August 23
Despite the transitions, they
gust
28
August 30
Jove to play the game for many
lay
Begins:
reasons. "I'm a ballplayer. Icame
^September^
September 4
'» here to compete and be the best in
Cost: $1.00
what I do," Thompson said.
Thompson hopes that this will
be the next step to help him get to
the NFL. However, Williams'
objective is different.
Entry Due Date:
"I went to many NFL training
Entry Due Date:
camps and was released," he said.
Augusf2S
"In 2000, it was fun to watch the
September 4
Play Begins:
games on television, but I am not
,
Play Begins:
September 4
ready to give up the game. I
September 7
talked to Von (Allen) and he gave
me the connection to have the
For more informatiofi, contact C8I at 681-5436 or www. aasou.edu/cri

Soccer

Fall Softball

in

■

Tiger Woods is in a bit of a slump,
and so are the TV ratings for golfs
major tournaments. It's no coincidence.
Just as Woods' unprecedented
success drew new fans, sponsors and
TV money to the sport, his recent
drought in Grand Slam events has
been accompanied by smaller audiences.
The latest example: After Woods
scrambled to make the cut and tied
for 29th in the PGA Championship,
the overnight TV ratings for Sunday' s
final round on CBS slumped 36 percent from last year, when he won the
tournament.
At the British Open on ABC last
month, Woods tied for 25th, and the
ratings were the lowest in five years,
off 39 percent from 2000. At the U.S.

Open on NBC, where Woods was
12th, final-round ratings dropped 11
percent. He won both tournaments
last year.
"You can probably draw a connection," CBS Sports president Sean
McManus said Monday. "It's frustrating to keep comparing this year's
numbers to the last two years
because those numbers were inflated. We may never see those numbers again."
In deals driven by Woods' popularity, the PGA Tour agreed last
month to rights contracts with six
networks that run from 2003-06 and
are worth about $850 million, roughly
a 50 percent hike from the old packages. (The deals don't include the
majors.)
And the PGA broadcasts Saturday and Sunday were the two high-

est-rated sports programs of the weekend, beating an NFL preseason game
on CBS and a major league baseball
game on Fox.
"If there was ever proof of the
fact that there was a residual benefit
of Tigers' presence on the tour, that
would be it," McManus said. "If it
weren't for a lot of the attention
brought by Tiger to the tour, I don't
think as many people would be as
familiar with the Phil Mickelson
story, for example."
When Woods won the Masters in
April, CBS drew an estimated 40.1
million viewers and ratings 33 percent higher than last year, when Vij ay
Singh won. In the 46 years CBS has
aired the Masters, the only time more
people and TV households tuned in
was in 1997, when Woods won his
first green jacket.

DRAPER S. ASSOCIATES

Accountability-Objectivity-Contra!

Draper A Associates serves clients in
complex multi-user environments including:
~ jfl

• PROGRAM / PROJECT MANAGEMENT
• SCHEDULING / PROJECT (COST) CONTROL
• ANALYTICAL, PLANNING &
MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Draper & Associates is

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

for interns and recent graduates with courses of study
in Building Construction, Engineering and Management
An Equal Opportunity Employer
e-mail resumes to jhoenstine@draperandassociates.com
www.draperandassociates.com

■.

Pre-Season
Flag Football

(*r^

Quality-Caring-Convenient
www.gasou.edu/health

For an Appointment, Call 681-5484
Walk-in Patients Also Welcome

ERMUDA RUN
TWO BEDROOM / TWO BATH
THREE BEDROOM/THREE BATH
FOUR BEDROOM / FOUR BATH

CALL (912) 681-6994
Fax (912) 871-7904
bermuda@frontiernet. net
(Located next to the East Georgia Medical Center
off Fair Road)
.'*.
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Reality is that which
doesn t go away when
you stop believing in it
— Phillip K Dick
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Crossword
ACROSS
Sack material
Wish undone
Drop heavily
Anxious
Shuttle
destination: abbr.
16 Vex
17 Believe in
18 Recovers from
20 Little nipper
21 Muhammad Ali
23 Mata Han or 007,
e.g.
24 Triumph
25 Enemy
26 Lowest place on
Earth
29 Extend across
33 Low points
36 Scathing review
37 Sound quality
38 Crop up
39 Comic
40 Carried along
41 Color shade
42 Squeal to the
screws
43 Flitted
44 Fragrance
45 " in Gaza"
47 Alphabet start
49 Night before
50 Dunderhead
53 Estimate based
on probabilities
58 Allow to
59 Slightly over the
top
60 Wobble
62 Blackthorn fruit
63 Personal pronoun
64 Will contents
65-Watch over
66 Large shoe width
67 Third-party
contract
1
7
10
>4
15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Smackers
Open roughly
Thin-voiced
Young man
In a manner of
speaking
Damon's friend
The Avengers"

1

.1

3

?

r

>

2G
23

1

'8
21

22

35

1 27

29

26

M

45

82
6S
1 Trit
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■ 40

146

48

■ 49
56

1

57

51
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10 G-A Action Ads
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The
George-Anne is the official student newspaper of Georgia Southern University,
owned and operated by GSU students and
utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in
Bullooh County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editororthe individual authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Student
Media Committee, the administration, the
faculty and staff of Georgia Southern University, or the University System of Georgia. The George-Anne is published three
times weekly during the academic year and
five times during summers. Any questions
regarding content should be directed to the
editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax
■at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send
electronic messages to the newspaper staff
■by visiting our web site at http://
www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023,
F. I. Williams Center. The George-Anne,
. P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246
^(News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or
;912/486-7113(Fax)
;.
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
• The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse any advertisement.
; DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
> reserving space and submitting advertising
Icopy is Noon, one week prior to the intended publication date.
;For more information, rate cards, sample
•publications, contact: Brooks Clements,
^Marketing Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418;
Jor Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator,
"(912)681-0069.
ipROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
Inewspaper makes every reasonable effort
',to present correct and complete information
'in advertisements. However, the advertiser
■is responsible for proofing the ad upon publication and should notify the newspaper immediately in the event of an error. The newspaper is not responsible for any errors in
radvertisements and its liability for adjustments is limited to the amount of space the
jerror occupied in the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible for any damages
icaused due to an ad's omission from a particular edition and its responsibility solely is
;to reschedule the ad in the next regular edition at the regular advertising rates.
^CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be non-comrnercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address,
and phone number. No free ads taken via
telephone - at this price we don't take
dictation. One free ad per person per week.
■Commercial classified are 20 cents per word
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Kind of rap?
Place for sacrifice
Take care of
Scatter
Supporting
players
54 Competent
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FORD MUSTANG '96 3.8 liter V6 w/ 5
speed trans. Once owner, am/fm w/cass.
Great a/c! Asking $5,200. Call 489-3724 before 8pm.

1998 BUICK 2tegal(white) for sale whole
car not running $600 obo must sell. Call
681-8938.

8/1 8/01
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55 Member of the
pride
56 Suffer
heartbreak
57 Quaker pronoun
61 And so forth and
soon

with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets
are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription rates for home delivery of The GeorgeAnne are $35 per semester, or $60 per year,
delivered by third class mail. Please address
all inquiries to Courtney Williams, Business
Manager. The George-Anne is distributed
free of charge on the Georgia Southern University campus through delivery sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus sites,
and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free
copy, and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at distribution sites. Additional
copies are 35 cents each and are available
at the Williams Center. However, unauthorized removal of additional copies from a distribution site constitutes theft under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense punishable
by a fine and/or Jail time. Editors will seek
to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number'of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft
of our slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed
by Some, Read by them All" - from Robert Williams of the Blackshear Times. Call
Bob and he can tell you who he stole it from
originally.

*- STUDENTS BEWARE

ATTENTION -- The George-Anne screens
all advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate products and services only. Students
are urged to exercise caution when replying to ads — particularly those which require a credit card number, other personal
information, or money in advance of the delivery of a product or service. Students are
also urged to report to the newspaper any
suspicious offers which they might see in
an ad. Remember, if an offer seems too
good to be true, it probably is.

FREEBIE INFO

ALL FREE

student and faculty ads to be run in the
George-Anne must have a NAME, P.O.
BOX and PHONE NUMBER. Ads will be
rejected if they do not have this
information. NO EXCEPTIONS.

20 Announcements
START YOUR own Fraternity! Zeta Beta
Tau is looking for men to start a new Chapter. If you are interested in academic success, a chance to network and an opportunity to make friends in a non-pledging
Brotherhood, email: zbt@zbtnational.org or
call 800-431 -9674

praiifffl

GREAT CAR great price. 1993 Mercury
Sable, 4-door, v-6, upgraded interior, many
extras. $4,090. Excellent condition. Call
852-5906 or 912-652-5805.

50 Auto Parts, Repair
1992 TOYOTA Tercel engine, air conditioning, hood, steering column, steering wheel,
front bumper, other miscellaneous front end
items $150 823-3412.

Gongfarmers

BIKE FOR sale blue Schwinn Frontier. Only
ridden a few times 18 speed. $150 or best
offer. Call Robert at 681-4636.

70 Child Care
REGISTER AREA CHRISTIAN home daycare, call Tammy 488-2249.

80 Computers & Software
COMPUTER ACER 686 56K modem printer Microsoft office running windows 95
comes with software SUVA monitor with microphone good computer must sell $175
681-2139

90 Education

FEMALE TO sublease. Talons Lake includes private bath, cable with HBO, internet connection. Rent $335. Call (912)4811034 or (407)332-8472. Ask for Liz.
FOR SALE 198312 by 60 2br mobile home
in Statesboro. Two window a/c units, central heat, appliances included. (478)2376587 or (912)681-6328.

AVAILABLE NOW by James Hood. Small
3 bedroom house near GSU 1 bath Central
Heat & Air 682-7468

120 Furniture & Appliances

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT is looking for
a roommate who is responsible and neat. I
would like to move in the end of this month.

QUEEN SZE box springs and mattress for
sale for $25. Please call 823-3412.

MALE ROOMMATE prefered for 1 bedroom
avail in a 'cute' 3 bedroom house in Sherwood Forest. $250 per month plus utl and
deposit. 706-543-5497

KING SIZE waterbed with nice headboard
$250obo. Call Brent at 489-2664
FOR SALE: Chest of drawers, bed, desk
(all matching) and standard size sofa. 7643919.
FOR SALE! Good condition sofa and computer desk. Prices are negotiable. Please
call 871-3609.
WOODEN BED frame for sale. $50. In
good condition. Full/Queen. 871-7337.
MATTRESS FOR SALE. One year old,
firm, x-long twin with box spring and frame.
$75 Obo call 541-1362.

FOUR BEDROOM, two bath apt., very spacious, close to campus, 116 Lanier, washer
dryer, dishwasher, $800. 865-2053

230 Roommates

•»

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
3BR. house. Close to campus. $295 plus
utilities. No Deposit. Call Jamie 871-7337.
NEED FEMALE roommate. Hawthorne
Apts. Four bedroom, clean, big. Please
call 681-8243. Three nice girls already live
there. Quiet area!
ROOMMATE WANTEDI for a 4 bed house
approx. 5 miles from campus. $250 per
month plus 1/4 utl. For more information call
Brent at 489-2664

STUDENT WANTED to work 15- 20 hrs a
week on the Russell Union WEB. Apply in
2024 Russell Union must submit samples
of work.

ROOMMATE OR Roommates needed
ASAP in 4 bedroom 2 bath apt. in Players
Club. Fully Furnished except bedrooms.
871-7430 ask.for Brian.

COMPUTER, DESK, chair, and dehumidifier for sale. Please leave a message with
your phone number for details. 681-6328.
CAMCORDER 8MM works great GE Higl
speed battery is shot but plugs in to adapter and works fine new battery is cheap $45
Jeff 6812139.
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER for sale $45
coffee table $20 couch $20. All in good
shape. Moving must sell. Take everything
for $75. Call Jeff 681-2139.
ATARI 2600 works like new old school game
system w/32 games space invaders, Pitfall,
Pacman, Asteroids, Combat, River Rigid,
and more, collectors item 681-2139 $50.
BOX FOR 3 12-inch subs. One fosgate 12
for sale. Lowrider bike for sale. Call Theron 681-8733 make offer.

170 Motorcycles

FREE FRIEND for life! Take home one or
two beautiful, sweet, loving kittens and never be alone again. Call (912) 863-4295.
Can be delivered.
29 GALLON Aquarium for sale. Great Tank
comes with Hood, Filters, light, heater, net,
ornaments tank cleaning supplies and more.
Just add fish and water. 681-2139 $.150.
REPTILE TANK 29 gallons with stand,
heater, and hood. Great Deal! $50. Call 7648195.

220 Rentals & Real Estate
PARK PLACE Villa 2 bed, 2 bath $450 per
month, washer/dryer/dishwasher $450 per
month 764-5130 or 764-5743
FOR RENT by owner. Stadium Walk or
Park Place. Has washer and dryer. New
carpet and paint. Call 764-7528.
BRAND NEW HOUSES
4 Bed/ 4 Bath and
3 Bed/ 3 Bath
Includes HBO Cable,
High Speed Wireless Internet,
W/ D and lawn maintenance.
Roommate list and
Individual Leases Available,
Also Apts., Duplexes, Townhouses.
Tanner Real Estate
489-3289
APARTMENT for sublease in University
Points. Avail. August 1st. Comes with Free
water and cable. Price Negotiable!! $315

*•

ROOMMATE NEEDED fully furnished $250
+ utilities campus courtyard next to campus one room of a four room complex very
clean. Natalie Duke Home: 770-9287011Cell:404-234-4666

140 Help Wanted

160 Miscellaneous for Sale

DITHERED TVTTS *«.*»«

APARTMENT FOR rent Eagles Nest 2 bed,
1 bath, 865-2537

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of
things to do that are educational and fun.
On-line at http://www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/
TUTORS NEEDED for University Housing.
3.0 required in subject taught. $6 an hour
for 4-8 hrs. a week. Contact Leslie at
UGA504@hotmail.com or call 681-5406
and leave a message.

200 Pets & Supplies

^^j^fet^
"It's OK, Charlie, the bride says you caught the
bridal bouquet fair and square, so

www.morrco.azit.cem #55

52 Bicycles

Yamaha Riva 125cc Motorscooter. Outstanding condition. With windshield and
travel truck. 1700 miles, 85mpg, 60mph
$1,200 call 681-5828 or come by Carruth
building Office 1015A

vnn c\p\ tn kpen it"
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TOYOTA CORROLLA '89 auto, blue, 4 dr,
164K miles, new muffler, runs great, $1,200
obo. Please
email
at
Cauchy666@hotmail.com
or
caucky666@hotmail.com (i cant read this
dudes writing-be)

MUSTANG '96 3.8 litr V6 w/5speed trans.
One owner. AM/FM/cass. Great A/C $5,200.
Call 489-3724 before 9pm.
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star Diana
8 End-product
purchaser
9 Singer Gloria
10 Demonstration
group
11 In-person
12 Corrida calls
13 Saucy and
spirited
19 Paulo, Brazil
22 Bring to closure
26 Having one's
attention diverted
27 Malicious ill will
28 Devour
30 Left at sea
31 Comic Meara
32 Craving
33 W. alliance
34 Dry
35 Pebbles' pet
39 Means
40 Inferior state
42 Hermit
43 Loyal fan
46 Hawaiian garland
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40 Autos for Sale
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ATTENTION: brand new Talon's Lake student rental homes! HBO, expanded cable,
wireless internet, full size washer/dryer,
lawn maintenance all included. 2 nonsmoker female roommates needed in one
house and 1 non-smoker m/f roommate
needed in another. Call Debbie at (912)7645485.

NEAT and non smoking female roommate
NEEDED TO SHARE 3BED 3 BATH APT.
CONTACT TRAN FOR DETAILS 912-9259375
PRINCSSTRAND@CS.COM
ROOMMATE NEEDED for fall at Stadium
Walk apartments. Call Kristy 423-3800.
RESPONSIBLE FEMALE roommate needed to share rent $220 + utl. contact prizzie30460@yahoo.com or 912-294-1254
ask for Kizzy.
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SUBLEASE IN statesboro Place beginning
Aug.1st. Aug & Sept FREE. Rent is $295 a
month negotiable. Contact Julie at 770-3397336.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share house
$350 a month utilities included! Call Angie
r
at 488-2495.
ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 3 bed
1bath with 2 guys. 238C Vista Circle.
(Boardwalk). Please call Jim 481-0903 or
Drew @ 912-541-0530

300 Vans & Trucks
FOR SALE 1998 Chevrolet s-10 pickup w/
extended cab, 3rd door, side-step, towing
package excellent condition 50,000 miles
$10,500 685-6847 after 6pm.

Rip Us Off.

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 20c per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
-no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.
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PLETE THIS PART TO QUALIFY FOR FREEBIE ■
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Lady Eagles place eighth in preseason polls with new coach
G-A News Service
The Southern Conference
volleyball coaches have cast their
votes and named the 2001 preseason
all-league team and selected thenpreseason favorite.
The team consists of two
sophomores, four juniors and six
seniors.The two-time defending
SoCon champion Davidson Wildcats
placed three players on the honorary
team. Jen Ortega, Roberta Quis, and
two-time selection Erica Schwartz,
were voted in by the conference's 11
coaches.
Quis was among the conference
leaders in hitting percentage (.277)
and blocks, finishing with a total of
136. Schwartz ranked third in assists
dishing out an average of 11.91 per
game last season.
The College of Charleston, which
was favored in preseason the poll,
matched Davidson's trio by placing
a threesome of its own on the allleague team. Stephanie Ballard, an
all-conference selection in 2000 and
the 1999 Freshman-of-the-Year,
leads the trio with Mary Sabatino
and Alyson VanCleave joining their
Cougar teammate.
Sabatino and VanCleave both
ranked in the top 10 in the SoCon in
hitting percentage and digs, with
Sabatino also finishing second on
the assists list averaging 12.0 a game.
VanCleave ranked second in kills,
finishing 2000 with 109 (4.66 per
game).
The Furman duo of Laura Bush
and Abby Simon, were also named to
the preseason all-league team. Bush
led the SoCon in hitting percentage
in 2000, tallying a .319 mark with
321 kills and only 94 errors.
Western Carolina senior Christy
Attebery, Appalachian State's Karen
Nielson, Chattanooga's Kari Krouse,
and East Tennessee State's Carey
Cavanaugh break the teammate trend,
each being the lone representative
from their respective teams. Attebery
led the Southern Conference in kills
in 2000 recording 643 and averaging

over 5.06 per game.
She is also the leading returning
player in digs with 479, followed by
UTC's Krouse who had 410 (3.77 per
gm.). Krouse was the 2000 SoCon
Freshman of the Year and was named
to the All-Conference team in her first
year. Krouse also set a Chattanooga
record with 66 service aces.
Appalachian State's Neilson
helped the Mountaineers to a 14-6
conference mark in 2000. She
ranked fourth in the league in kills,
tallying 472 in 121 games (3.90 per
game). Cavanaugh, a member of
the 1999 all-conference team,
averaged just under 10 assists per
game in 2000 and ranked fourth in
the Southern Conference in digs
during the 2000 campaign.
The coaches selected the College
of Charleston as the favorite to be the
regular season champion in 2001.
The Cougars received five out of a
possible 11 first place votes to edge

out the two-time defending
champion, Davidson Wildcats.
Only six points separated the top
three teams, with Davidson being
tabbed to finish second and Furman
predicted to finish third. Davidson
received four first place votes with
the Paladins garnering a pair of first
place tallies.
Western Carolina (71) had two
votes for second and three votes for
third but are predicted to finish fourth
just ahead of Appalachian State in
fifth with 67 points.
Chattanooga and ETSU finished
neck and neck in sixth and seventh
with Georgia Southern, UNC
Greensboro, Wofford and The
Citadel rounding out the group.
The volleyball season begins
Friday, August 31 with most teams
in tournament play. East Tennessee
State travels to Western Carolina on
Tuesday, September 4 to open the
conference schedule in Cullowhee.

2001 SoCon preseason polls

2001 Southern Conference Volleyball Coaches Preseason AllLeague Team:
Karen Neilson, Appalachian State
Stephanie Ballard, College of Charleston
Mary Sabatino, College of Charleston
Allison VanCleave, College of Charleston
Kari Krouse, Chattanooga
Jen Ortega, Davidson
Roberta Quis, Davidson
Erica Swartz, Davidson
Carey Cavanaugh, East Tennessee State
Laura Bush, Furman
Abby Simon, Furman
Christy Attebery, Western Carolina

2001 Southern Conference Coaches Preseason Volleyball Poll
1. College of Charleston (5) 88
2. Davidson (4) 85
3. Furman (2) 82
4. Western Carolina 71
5. Appalachian State 67
6. Chattanooga 59
7. East Tennessee State 54
8. Georgia Southern 37
9. UNC Greensboro 28
10. Wofford 24
11. The Citadel 10

THE GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
RONALD E. McNAIR POSTBACCALAURATE ACHIEVEMENT
PROGRAM SEEKS TALENTED UNDERGRADUATES

Jill Burnham/STAFF
NEW COACH, NEW SEASON: The Lady Eagles work hard to improve on their 11-19 record from the 2000
season. They're hoping to be successful with the recruitment of new head coach Kerry Messersmith. The first
match is at Winthrop for the Winthrop Invitational.
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Now Accepting Applications for
Eagle Leadership EDGE

SERVICES TO BE PROVIDED:
•
•

•
•
•

Experience

Develop

Bom ©'!?§)©
Pick up your application in 2022 Russell Union
Applications are due by Friday September 7 for the
Fall Semester
Sessions will take place every Tuesday starting Tue.,
September 18 from
3:30 -5:00 pm. EDGE will take place in the Spring
Semester also.
If more information, call 486-7270 or email
tbeebe@gasou.edu.
Sfy

The Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaurate Achievement Program seeks talented
undergraduate students. The purpose of the McNair Program is to increase
graduate degree attainment for students from segments of society that are
underrepresented in certain academic disciplines. The program is designed to
prepare fifteen participants for doctoral studies through involvement in
research and other scholarly activities.

EDGE is sponsored by the Center for Student
Leadership Development

4&

Mentoring, seminars and other scholarly activities
Summer internships and research opportunities for students who
have completed their sophomore year
Academic counseling
Assistance counseling
A $2,800 stipend for successful completion of the summer research
experience

ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS:

Students who qualify for McNair must be enrolled in an academic program
which can lead to a postbaccalaurate degree; has a cumulative grade point
average of 2.8 and meets certain other academic requirements; is a citizen,
national or a permanent resident of the United States or is in the United
States for reasons other than temporary purposes; and is a low income and
first generation college student or a member of a group underrepresented
in graduate education or certain academic disciplines. Applications will
be accepted until all positions are filled.

APPLICATION PROCESS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Typed Application
One page typed essay. The essay MUST ACCOMPANY the application
Two letters of recommendation (may be sent separately)
Current Academic Transcript
Interview
Eligible students must not be enrolled for classes for the summer semester

For further information, visit The McNair Program Office
in Room 1022 of the Williams Center, or call (912) 681-5458.
Address: P.O. Box 8071-02 or
E-Mail: mwoods@gasou.edu.
Homepage: http://www2.gasou.edu/sta/eop
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution
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Continues Traveling Off-Campus
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I UNIVERSITY PLAZA • STATESBORO, GA • 681-3444
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